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The largest choice of Heli-Skiing t e r r a i n in the world
• Twelve areas in Western Canada
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ILL ONLY

BEING THE ANNUAL JOURNAL OF THE DOWNHILL ONLY CLUB
WHICH WAS FOUNDED IN WENGEN ON 7 T H FEBRUARY 1925.

nce you look at the photograph I suppose you could say that your Hon. Editor is lucky to
be alive and able to turn his hand to the production of this Journal. A friend desperately
wanted to navigate on the historic version of the world -championship Monte Carlo Rally
and we duly set off from Reims at 5pm on January 31st.

O

The event is hugely supported with each village and passage control along the route surrounded by hundreds of enthusiastic
people even at 3 or 4am. Having driven for 12 solid hours on very minor roads down to the Ardeche we arrived in Le Puy en Valais
with an hour in hand. I said to my friend that all he had to do was follow the N88 down to Vals les Bains, strapped myself into
the passenger seat harness and went fast asleep.
The next thing I heard was a big bang and a tree appeared in the
middle of the bonnet of the MGA. I peered out of the side
window and, being by now fully awake, realised we seemed to
be about 4 feet off the ground. "Where are we?" I asked. "On a
bridge" he replied. It transpired that, somehow, the car had hit,
and ridden up an un-repaired section of abutment, skidding on
it's sump guard along the parapet but fortunately embedding it's
nose into the said tree whose roots were in a mountain stream
40 feet below. This, in the rallying trade, is called an arborial
arrest. Hence I do like trees and will not hear a word said
against them.
We made it to Wengen immediately before Easter for some five
days skiing, staying in what Nigel Pitt (see article on page 49)
describes as "Mr Al Penrose's establishment". Late season
snow conditions have, in recent years been immeasurably
improved by the firm base laid earlier by the massed artillery of snow cannon. The Roped Race was
hilarious. Most regrettably, I made the major strategic mistake of being inveigled into tobogganing one evening down to the village
from Wengernalp. Never, ever, again!
I do hope that as many of you as possible will attend the 80th Anniversary Party on 3rd February 2005 which will be held at the
Mannlichen (see form on page 9/10) mountain restaurant. There is a full programme of social and racing events so don't miss it.
Good skiing

David Price
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3unstar
Hotel Wen gen

Phone: +41 (0)33 856 52 00
www.sunstar.ch/wengen

•
•

Fax: +41 (0)33 856 53 00
wengen(S).sunstar.ch

The central place in Wengen
comfortable family rooms and suites
large indoor swimming pool, sauna, solarium and massage
dining room "Residence" - the friendly half board restaurant
restaurant "Allegro" - fine a la carte dining
"Fireside Bar" - cosy bar with live music
children menus or buffets
children playroom and movies
various buffets included in half board
weekly torch light walk and curling tournament
rustic Swiss evening with traditional food and music
The Sunstar Team will be delighted to welcome you soon.
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Skiing,
Snowboarding,
Carving,
Telemarking,

Wtengen

Snowshoe walking,

Private lessons: the fastest way to im rove yours skills.

Private ski and snowboard scl
CH-3823Wengen
[Fax: 0041 (0)33 855 50
ji!e0041 (0)79448 71.
iail: privat@wengen.coi

VINTERSPOHT
0
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Disconnected
— Jottings —
ALPINE HOTELS BLAZE - FIREMAN'S 80 MINUTES CLIMB:

Past President Sheila Hensman kindly sent the Hon Editor of the
Kandahar Review and myself, a photocopy of a page from the
'Daily Mail' for November 20th 1926. That edition reported on
the inferno (sic), which had destroyed the Hotel Edelweiss, the
Hotel des Alpes and surrounding trees the previous night.
It transpires that the cable railway from Lauterbrunnen via
Grutschalp wasn't operating and firemen from Interlaken and
elsewhere had to make the 80-minute climb on foot. Needless to
say, by the time they arrived even the table cutlery had melted
down and there was nothing they could do!

ALPINE fiOTELS
BLAZE.
FLAMES SPREAD
FOREST.

TO

FIREMEN'S 80-MINUTES
CLIMB.
FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT
GENEVA, F r i d a y .

It wouldn't surprise me if the railway still didn't operate at
night. Those persons of another club with apartments in
Miirren take note!

INGIE'S MAGIC MEETING

Last Easter the D.H.O Racing Team was staying in Brides les
Bains, below Meribel and a 20 minute gondola ride up to
Meribel.
One morning Ingie got into the 4-man gondola with Chris
Craggs. A father and his young daughter were already in the
gondola and they chatted on their way up. As usual Ingie tried
to join the little girl to the D.H.O and promised to send the
father (a London taxi driver) our club racing literature in case
he might like to send his daughter to any of our camps.
Ten days later Ingie rushed out of Victoria station and hailed a
taxi to take her to one of the many ski committees she attends.
It being dusk, she jumped into the taxi without even glancing at
the driver.
The driver turned round to her and said: "Is it Ingie - Ingrid
Christophersen?" "Yes", she replied. The taxi driver from the
Meribel Gondola!!
There are at any time 4000 taxis on London's streets - add that
to the odds of Ingie's driver being at Victoria Station at the
required moment! His last words to her were: "I'm going to go
home and do the Lottery!"

0

One hotel was destroyed and a n o t h e r
seriously damaged by a fire at Miirren,
the Alpine resort in the Bernese Oberland, last night
People in the L a u t e r b r u n n e n Valley;
and at Wengen saw a blaze as t h o u g h
the mountain on 'Which Miirren s t a n d s
was on fire. The tocsin was sou#ded a t
Wengen, Grindelwald, and Interlaken*
and firemen rushed to L a u t e r b r u n n e n .
As the cable railway -was not working
they had to^inake the 80-minutes climb'
to Miirren on foot. On arriving they,
found t h a t the fire h a d destroyed t h e
Hotel Edelweiss and spread to the H o t e l
des Alpes, (which ja p a r t of the Palace
Hotel, and to neighbouring forests.
B u r n i n g branches of. trees wore blown"
into the valley, and fears were felt for
the safety of Jjautcrbruiinen
and
Wengen.
A ballroom which formed a kind of
annex to the Pahico Hotal wsa destroyed. It is stated lh.it all the table
services of the Palace Hotel, which were
stored in the Hotel des Alpes, were
melted by the heat.
There were no visitors in the hotelB,
b u t they were almost booked u p for t h e
coming season. ThB main block ()f th«
Palace Hotel is intact.
T ' H iO F I T A H T . K
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WENGEN WEB-SITE:

The official website for Wengen is www.wengen-muerren.ch
(which can also be accessed through a link on the DHO
website). The website www.wengen.com is a privately run
website, with no connection to, or information from, Wengen
Tourismus, the official Wengen tourist office.
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Letters to the Hon. Editor
Dear Hon. Editor,

Dear Hon Editor,

I've been coming to Wengen for the last 5 years, and I started,
as most kids do with the Coggins. When I was 11 though, I had
grown out' of it so I skied with my Dad. As you can imagine, it
got a bit boring sometimes. Bob and Paul had been talking
about setting up a teen Coggins though for quite a while. It was
fantastic when the plan finally was put into action. I'd just like
to say that, for me, this was the best skiing holiday I'd had in
Wengen so I hope that the D.H.O will continue it. Because it
proved this year that the D.H.O can cater for all ages, from 4 99 and everything in between, even teenagers!

Twice this season we found ourselves up the mountain with
children who really could not ski well enough to join Coggins.
In one case a child that couldn't ski. This was a very serious
situation and dangerous for the poor kid involved and
disrupted the day for the others.

Arabella Clare, 13
January 2004

Please can parents listen very carefully to the questions about
standard when they sign their kids in.
They are serious and for the safety and well being of the
children. We are to advise that in the future Coggins is for 7 to
13 years old and the kids must have skied red runs before!! It is
rare for a 6 year old to be of the required standard and in future
we will take them only as exceptions.
Bob Eastwood,
Iune 2004
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Rustin's

The only sensible choice.

The world's finest wood finishes
RUSTINS LTD, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, NW2 7TX - Tel: 020-8450 4666 Fax: 020-8452 2008
E-mail:rustins@rustins.co.uk

BRECHIN
MANAGEMENT LTD
BRECHIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED
6 Brechin Place, London SW7 4QA
Tel 020 7370 1256/7/8 Fax No 020 7370 2251

Max Davies
and the staff at Brechin Management
Limited wish the DHO and Wengen
an Excellent Season in 2005

DOWNHILL ONLY CLUB CELEBRATES ITS
80TH BIRTHDAY IN FEBRUARY 2005
TO CELEBRATE, WE ARE ARRANGING A VERY SPECIAL PARTY IN
WENGEN ON THURSDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 2005
THE EVENING WILL BEGIN AT 6.30PM, WITH A CHAMPAGNE RECEPTION, HOSTED BY
KARL AND SUSANNE FUCHS, WITH CRISTOPH AND KATHI GERTSCH. THE RECEPTION WILL BE
HELD IN THE CABLE CAR STATION IN WENGEN CENTRE. THE PARTY WILL THEN MOVE, VIA
THE CABLE CAR, UP THE MOUNTAIN TO THE MANNLICHEN MOUNTAIN RESTAURANT.
A WALKING PATH WILL HAVE BEEN PREPARED AND LIT WITH FLARES BETWEEN THE TOP
CABLE CAR STATION AND THE RESTAURANT. TRANSPORT WILL BE PROVIDED FOR THOSE
WHO WOULD FIND THE WALK DIFFICULT.
MUSIC WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE MELODY MAKERS, WHO PLAYED AT OUR75TH
CELEBRATION AT THE HOTEL REGINA. DANCING WILL CONTINUE UNTIL 1AM,
WHEN EVERYONE RETURNS TO THE CABLE CAR FOR THE DESCENT TO WENGEN.
THERE WILL BE AN EARLIER CABLE DOWN AT MIDNIGHT FOR THOSE
WHO WISH TO TAKE IT.
TICKETS WILL COST £75. EACH, OR£70 IF ORDERED FROM THE HON. SECRETARY ON OR
BEFORE 30 NOVEMBER 2004. DRESS WILL BE BLACK TIE (BUT DON'T FORGET TO TAKE
SUITABLE FOOTWEAR FOR THE WALK ACROSS THE SNOW TO THE RESTAURANT!)
IN THE EVENT OF ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS LEADING TO CANCELLATION, WE SHALL
TRY TO CANCEL BY THE MORNING OF 3RD FEBRUARY, IN WHICH CASE THE RESTAURANT
WILL MAKE NO CHARGE, AND THERE SHOULD BE A SIZEABLE REFUND TO THOSE WHO HAVE
PURCHASED TICKETS. IT IS HOPED AN ALTERNATIVE PARTY (WITHOUT DINNER) CAN BE
ARRANGED IN WENGEN SHOULD THE MANNLICHEN RESTAURANT NOT BE ACCESSIBLE.
DETAILS WILL BE CIRCULATED IN WENGEN NEARER TO THE DATE OF THE FUNCTION.

MENU
DINNER WILL BE SERVED AT ABOUT 8PM IN THE RESTAURANT
THE MENU WILL INCLUDE:
A SMOKED SALMON STARTER CREAM OF ASPARAGUS SOUP,
A MAIN COURSE OF VEAL ESCALOPE (WITH A VEGETARIAN ALTERNATIVE)
AND DESSERT COUPE MELBA.
COFFEE WILL FOLLOW AND TABLE WINE (HALF A BOTTLE PER PERSON)
WILL BE INCLUDED.
ADDITIONAL WINE AND DRINKS CAN BE PURCHASED FROM THE BAR.
Please reply to: Mrs. S. M. Davies, Hon. Sec. D.H.O
5 Cornwall Road, Dorchester, Dorset DTI 1 RT
Further information can be obtained from Susie Davies on 01305 250341, BUT
ON OR AFTER 22 JANUARY 2005 SHE WILL ONLY BE CONTACTABLE AT THE D.H.O
HUT DURING CLUB HOURS OR ON Tel No.07776 228050

fcTo

DHO CLUB ANNUAL DINNER 2005

Please send me

Tickets @ £75.00 each

£

Tickets @ £70.00 each

£

Cheque payable to the Downhill Only Club enclosed for £
Table sizes can be flexible. Please indicate the number in your party:
Names of persons in your party:

Are you prepared to share a table with others?
Name:
Address:

Post Code:
e-mail:

Tel:

YES/NO
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We invite
you to attend our
'4i Scut**
private or group lessons.
Snowboard

Ski

•
•
•

carving
race technique
telemark

snowblade
•
•

deep snow
skwal
big-foot

alpine
freestyle
powder
technique
slalom
halfpipe

For all guests who wish to experience, learn or improve with expert ski instructors
of the official Swiss Ski School, Wengen.
Specially trained ski instructors teach children over 4 years of age and turn
their vacations into something lasting. Adults from 13 years on.
Schweizer Skischule und
Snowbordschule Wengen
CH - 3823 Wengen
Tel./Fax : 033 855 20 22
e-mail: ski.school@wengen.com
http://www.wengen.com/sss/

©
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Winter Season 2003/4
• Paul Zvegintzov

T

he second week in December and Wengen was looking worried with not even
the cold to help the cannons. On 15 December the snow finally arrived and
continued for most of the rest of the season.

There were excellent snow and powder conditions although
visibility was often abysmal. Sadly the Lauberhorn was
cancelled but the Slalom was run and the usual festivities were
held on the old ice rink. The McMillan week had excellent
weather.
Members seemed reluctant to come early in the Xmas season
perhaps owing to the bad snow reports but also to the days of
the week of Xmas and New Year. The first race of the year, the
Heinz treasure hunt, normally well supported, raised only four
couples.

was to be the trend for the rest of the season with week after
week of a full hut and plenty of takers for the daily runs. There
was a daily average for the run of 8 people. In spite of the
amount of days that the weather was really poor with few
takers, this has been an extremely busy season. Notably there
have been many more non-skiing members and partners
meeting up with the ski group for lunch and in particular
helping, in the club activities. Hopefully there will be a good
turnout for the 80th festivities in the first week in February next
year.

The Railway Cup, in the guise of the first Ski Cross race ever
Xmas Coggins was poorly attended, however for the first time
held at Scheidegg, produced the usual high standard of skiing,
we had a Teenagers Group to be known as Snoggins! (an
eating and drinking. Bob Eastwood's skiing, elbows and
excellent and most appropriate title - Hon. Ed). This is a group
accuracy with a tennis ball, at long last won him the trophy. The
of mostly ex-Coggins, all competent skiers, who are taken by
last races of the season were the Sponsors race run by the
an instructor on fast runs around the mountains. A small
Lauberhorn organisation, with our team ably managed by Guy
amount of instruction takes place but the
Clayton and finally the Roped race run in the
emphasis is on teenage fun under controlled
week before Easter by Robert Davies who
conditions, i.e. NO snogging!! (What a pity,
for the first lime we kindly and ably took over the Wengen
we should be training them for life not just
secretary's job for the last active week of the
had a Teenagers
ski-ing! Hon Ed). David Strages' parents have
season.
kindly presented a second cup, in his memory,
Group to be known
for the winning Snoggin (Snogger?)
ASSISTANT RER As I can no longer manage
Half term produced the largest Coggins group
that we have had for many years. PLEASE
LET US KNOW WELL BEFORE YOU
ARRIVE, IF YOU HAVE KIDS FOR
COGGINS or SNOGGINS as we have to
book instructors for the busiest time of the
season.

as Snoggins! (an
excellent and most
appropriate tile Hon. Ed).

to be in Wengen for the end of the season and
also as the club is looking for assistant reps
throughout the season; if you are interested
and suitably qualified (Ski Leader, SCGB reps
course, BASI etc) and fancy two weeks or
more working holiday with free board,
accommodation, ski pass and some pocket
money, please contact the club secretary or myself immediately.

The Pollytechnic Cup was postponed owing to no entries but
was run at the end of January when it seemed as if half the club
started to arrive!
Once again at the end of the month, the British Schoolboys
race, sponsored by the D.H.O, took place in Wengen. Richard
Berry was awarded the Dowson Cup for his work for the club
and for setting up these races.
The McMillan week went without a hitch with 42 entrants for
the big race. The informal fondue evening usually attended by
20 to 30 members was held in the Baren with 56 people!! This

For the first time for many years all the Cup races and more,
were run with over 200 race entries during the season.
The club apartment continues to be a wonderful base for Maree
and I. It is now in the hands of Chalet Services for letting. Club
members will receive a discount.
For those of you perhaps considering buying property in
Wengen, there are an increasing number of apartments being
built or converted. The various regulations for limiting foreign
ownership seem to be being further relaxed each year.

©
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Please let the club know when you expect to be in Wengen
especially if your family is interested in Coggins or Snoggins .
My thanks to Maree and all those helpers throughout the
season, with out whose help races could no be run.

D.H.O 80th ANNIVERSARY

Note that the McMillan Cup race will be on the WEDNESDAY
2nd February and the dinner-dance on the THURSDAY 3rd
February.

The small 2-star HOTEL with
4-star comfort, directly adjacent
to ski slope only 5 minutes from
the station and centre.
Saune/Whirpool
Rooms with sh/wc TV,
telephone, hairdryer.

Well known
SPECIALITY RESTAURANT
• Open 6-1 lpm Thursday - Tuesday
• Galgenspiess
• Meat fondues
• Peppersteaks
• Gourmetmenus
• Fishmenus
• Vegetarian menus

K m ESII
? RESIHURflNT
HIRSCHEN WENGEN
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS from
CHF 930. — 7 nights hotel HB,
6 days skipass Jungfrauregion

J. Abplanalp-Wiithrich CH-3823 Wengen

Tel. +41-33-855 15 44/Fax. +41-33-855 30 44
E-mail: Info@hirschen-wengen.ch • Inet:http://www.hirschen-wengen.ch

SEALY GLASS

WENGEN

DOUBLE GLAZED UNIT MANUFACTURER
GLASS CUTTING SERVICES

Apartment on 4th Floor
of the Eiger Hotel

Best wishes for a

• well furnished

successful 2004/05

• balcony, wonderful views

ski season to all

• sleeps 4 - 6, two double bedrooms
• large living area with sofa bed

D.H.O members

• television, dvd player and
dishwasher

SEALY GLASS LTD.

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND WINTER
for information please phone or fax:

THORPE WAY, BANBURY
OXONOX16 4SP

TEL: (01295) 266965
FAX: (01295)267760

01392 433870
©
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R E S T A U R A N T • W E NG E N

Hotel Restaurant Baren,
Wengen
The Baren Motto:
We'd like you to feel at home, but
far from daily life. The Restaurant
with a fresh, seasonal cuisine and
winecard that invites you on a
journey through Switzerland!

The partner for all
banking services

We clear the way
RAIFFEISEN

Look for the bear paw prints!
Raiffeisenbank L i i t s c h i n e n t a l e r
The Baren Team is looking forward
to your visit
Tel: +44 (0)33 8SS 1419
e-mail: info@baeren-wengen.ch

Locations in Lauterbrunnen, Liitschental,
Grindelwald, Gundlischwand, Wengen

Tel: 033 854 II II, Fax: 033 854 II 12

Your Base in the Pacific Northwest
VANCOUVER

50 miles

SUDDEN VALLEY

90 mites

SEATTLE

Min. 2 days rentals
Special rates for
D.H.O members

3-bedroomed townhouse condominium in
Sudden Valley, Belllingham WA, USA
Fireplace, Deck, Fully Equipped Kitchen, Washing Machine, Dryer, TVA/ideo
Views over Lake Whatcom
Sailing on Bay or Lake; boat hire available
18-hole PGA Golf Course on site
Swimming Pool, Tennis Court 20 yards (summer only)
Base for excursions to Vancouver, Victoria, Seattle, San Juan Islands,
North Cascade Mountains, Whale Watching
Mt. Baker (11,000 ft.) for climbing (summer), skiing (winter)
Extensive hiking at Mt. Baker and surrounding area
Lively events and fine restaurants in Bellingham
Excellent shopping centres
Direct flights from London to Seattle and Vancouver
Want more information?
Contact:
Norman Freund, Barnwell, High Street South, Tiffield,
Northantsl\INl2 8AB
Tel:
01327 353166
E-mail:
normfreund@aol.com
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Racing Results
DAVID STRAGE "SNOGGINS" CUP 2004

DAVID STRAGE "COGGINS" CUP 2004

New Year 2004

New Year 2004

(Teenagers)
80
81.62
81.94
82.97

Katya Strage
Misha Strage
Connor Deacon
Lewis Deacon
Tom Englehard
Harry Hope-Morley
Tara Phillips
Johnathan Spicer

83.59
83.98
89.31
92.97

Adam Knott
Tom Holbrook

93.01
99.62

Sonya Strage
Philip Newbald
M a t t Maltby
Alice Englehard

77.78
78.34
82.86
84.84

Arabella Clare

88.29

DNF W Wells

DNF R Englehard

LUCY DICKER Slalom 2004

POLYTECHNIC CUP 2004
Date

22 01 04

Date

3 February 2004

Course

Tschuggen ( SOS hut to Aspen)

Course

Mannlichen

Conditions:

Good (Fresh packed firm snow )

Conditions

Good

David Anderson
Brian Burdett
Simon Wainman
Geoffrey Turner
John Polatch
Guy Clayton
Peggy Holland
Robin Davenport

Start

Finish

Time

9
13
10
10.40

10.26
14.31
11.38
12.18

9.30
11.30

11.09
13.11
16.45

1.26 mins
1.31
1.38
1.38
1.39
1.41

Richard Prest
MartinSands

15
13.30
15.30
12
14.15
17

Mike Austin
Diana Wainman

12.31
16

Gill Wise
Rob Hocking

Brian Burdett
John Polatch.

15.18
17.20
13.51
16.12

J Howard
J Latimer
C Brunner
A Freund
G Clayton
E Perrott
M Davies
S Howard

1.45(ladies)
1.48
1.50

L Maskey
3 Polatch

1.51
1.57

J Benn
M Austin
R Davenport

18.59

1.59
(over 70)

D Lonie
P Taylor

14.32

2.01
2.20

M West
HG Whittet

18.20

Mad man of the match II
Best near miss (Mrs?) Elizabeth Anderson

©

36
40
41
41
42
42
43
43
43
43
43
45
45
45
46

R Prest
M Mellor
M Woodhall

46
46
46
47
47

D Mc Gilvray
R Whittet
S Davies
M Maskey
S Killwick
T Austin

48
49
50
50
53
53
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(Above) Proud winner of the Lucy Dicker Slalom 2004, Jeremy
Howard at the start of the race.

(Above) Lucy Dicker Slalom 2nd placed, John Latimer and (below),
Sally Ireland, the Race Marshal.

(Above, left) Anne Freund gets ready for the off and (above, right), Sabine
Howard. (Below) Edward Perrot laughing all the way to joint 4th.

0

(Below, left) Cazys Brunner who came equal 3rd in the Lucy Dicker
Slalom and (below, right), Duncan Lonie.
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MCMILLAN CUP

2004

ANDY CAP 2004

Date

February 5th 2004

12 Feb 04

Course

Ladies Hut to Aspen

2 races

Conditions

Good

Relay race and timed race

Edward Killwick
Edward Perrott
Jeremy Howard
Jonathan Latimer
John Brunner
Patrick Green
Jamie Mellor
Sabine Howard
Henry Wilshire
Mike Wigmore
Sheridan Killwick
Robert Harvey
Martin West
Max Davies
Guy Clayton
Huw Alban Davies
Lucy Maskey
Robin Davenport
Johnathan Benn
Morag Mellor
John Polatch
Anne Freund
Jenny Alban Davies
Helen Whittet
Mike Austin
Duncan Lonie
Donald McGilvray
Mike Woodhall
Michael Maskey
Philip Taylor
Richard Prest
Jill Armstrong
Ramsay Whittet
Janey King
Tannis Austin
Linnet Waghorn
John Waghorn
Julie Lancaster
Norman Freund
Mike Wheeler
Maureen Davenport
Peter Liddell

2.19
2.20
2.33
2.41
2.42
2.43
2.49
2.50
2.51
2.52
2.55
2.56
2.58
3.05
3.06
3.07
3.10
3.15
3.16
3.17
3.19
3.23
3.24
3.25
3.26
3.29
3.33
3.34
3.38
4.21
4.40
4.43
4.44
4.47
4.49
4.50
4.51
4.55
4.57
5.04
6.32
7.37

McMillan Cup, Jarvis Cup
Big John Cup
Fountain Trophy
Novice Cup, Bath Chair Cup

Relay Team winners:
Benn, Austin, Knott, Howard. Final Positions:
J. Benn
M. Austin
S. Ireland (Sally)
J. Knott
E. McLeod (Elaine)
J. Walduck
J. Howard
C. Gordon Duff
N. Ley
M. Good
R. Walduck
Charlie
A. Lee (Anna)
A. Galbraith (Antoinette)
E. Butler (Becky)
Amanda

Open Cup

Falken Ladies Cup

Vertigo Cup

Stretcher Cup

Heavenly Bowl
Lockhart Ladies Cup

HANDY CAP
Security Cup
Half Ton Plate
Granny Cup

Ability points out of number of racers (1-15) added to time
(eg best +15)
Age, years over minus or under plus/of average(50) ie 55yrs
old - 5secs
Relay points added 1st team + 0, 2nd team +2,
3rd team +4, 4th team +6

iinmnqpuminw
r R L S E N T E O TO

IN ME.M0RY OF

t OFFICER DOUGLAS
D'-Ju'ir IDS;

Ashes
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ODLING CUP 2004

RAILWAY CUP 2004

Date
19 Feb 04
Course
Mannlichen
Conditions
Thick Mist
Race run combined with Coggins
Jo Williams
Phillipe Allensbach (Trainer)
Jason Walduck
Grace McCutchan
Bob Eastwood (Trainer)
Mark Currie
Sally Ireland
James Ommaney
Giles Walker
c Tom Williams
Jon Stannah
c Sam Stannah
c Ben Williams
c Briony Coombs
Nick Taylor
c Kate Robinson
Theo Taylor
c Sarah Mills
Tom Walduck
Nick Elton
Donald McCutchan
c Sophie Walker
c Olivia Stannah
Paul de Rivas
David Coombs
c Charlie Burton
c Felicity Andrews
M Thorneycroft
Andrew Robinson
c Max Elton
c Sophie Lee
c Charles Thorneycroft
Simon Williamson
c Hugh Larkin
Peter Job
c Charlotte Clarke
Nigel Pitt
c Lucy Greenhalgh
Martin Burton
Non Members
Jim Jones
Ben de Rivas
J Mills
C Ruckley
Nick de Rivas

Piste: Beginners Park Scheidegg
The race was run in heats of 4 racer over a "Ski cross course'1
finishing at the wooden "Eiger wall" where competitors had
to throw a snowball through one of the windows ! The race
was followed by drinks and an excellent lunch.
WINNER- R Eastwood

36
37
39
41
41
42

ALSO RAN
Huw Alban Davies
Jenny Alban Davies
PauIZ
Maree Z
Sarah Edmonds
Michel Schappman
Clive Mitchel
Johnny Webster
John Waghorn
Linnet Waghorn
Brian Pette
Jeremy Howard
Sabine Howard
Terry Turner
Collin Flint
Lizzie Davis
Guy Clayton
Nigel Pitt
John Flemming
Alison Flemming
Mike Harvey
Ramsay Whittet
Helen Whittet
Kieran Stevens
Brenda Stevens
Mick Robinson
Carolyn Robinson
Paddy Hollington
Adam Humphreys
Ian Russell
John Dunlop
Anne Webster
Virginia Clayton
Richard Prest
Gilda Prest

43
43
43
44
45
46
46.4
46.6
47
47
47.4
47.5
48
48
49
49.4
49.7
50
50
51
51.4
52
52
53
54
55
55
56
57
58
1.05
1.10
1.26

37
41
41
44

Walter Steuri
Margret Steuri
Beatrice Hirni
Jost Brunner
Freddy Fuchs
Eliz Fuchs
Gerald Rentsch

DNF T Lee
L Elton
S Walduck

51

Total 42

0

10

20
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Kunstgalerie

Art gallery
1st floor

i3ii 1. Stock

fjlouiJhJjVfOjOArl OiiJJery
Keramik, Holzwaren, Kristallschmuck,
Schweizer Sackmesser, Spielwaren,
T-Shirts, Tischwasche, Souvenirs

Ceramics, Wooden articles, Rock crystal
jewellery, Swiss Army Knives, Toys,
T-Shirts, Table linen, Souvenirs

W^A fka&n
B E K B

B C B E

For life

©
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KURVEREIN CRYSTAL 2004

ROPED RACE
April 1st, Top of Gummi Lift to Tschuggen T ' bar

March 11 th

Conditions: Bright and sunny

Date

11 03 04,

Course:

Bumps to Marys (via Knife edge and
Devils Gap)

Conditions

Pisted fresh snow, misty.

Rules

M/F pairs start & Finish holding hands
COMB.
AGE

NAMES

TIME

FINAL

HANDICAP
Yrs over/under
Average age

TIME
111

E Davis
G Clayton

126

2.58

-15

2.43

A.Rankin
J Rankin

92

2.45

+19

3.04

S Edmonds
C Mitchel

126

3.36

-15

3.21

S Ireland
N Pitt

107

3.23

+4

3.27

U Loveday
M Wheeler(fmr) 107

3.40

+4

3.44

H Foster
M Adams

75

3.09

+36

3.45

P Barlow
S Barlow

121

4.06

-10

3.56

1st Team
2nd "
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
9th
10th
DNF

Leo Flindall and Will Wells
Thomas and Matthew Clayton
Charles Price and Alexandra Hankey
Thea Flindall and Maureen Fanshawe
David Price and Charles Botsgard
Jemima and Ollie
Rob Davies and Henrietta
Emma and Katherine Knight
Deborah and Paul Flindall
Henrietta Wells and Phil Morrow

Odd Prizes: Choccies and T shiits to the Best Coggins -Jemima and Ollie,.
A Clove of Gallic to the Best Married Couple: Deborah and Paul. A Lemon special DKF prize - Henrietta and Phil

Charles Price and Alexandra Hankey after the Rope Race.

C Robinson
M Robinson

116

3.54

+5

3.59

145

4.48

-34

4.14

Barbera
Richard

92

2.42

+19

3.01

Jane
Charles

120

3.37

L Waghorn
J Webster

Wengen J^\ Apotheke

NON Members

•

3.28

Drugs/Medications

• Alternative Medicine
• Health Foods

, ^ i » T O B L E R O N E RELAY
Date

18 .3 .04

Course

3 legs ,Punchbowl to Brandegg

Conditions:

Soft

1st Team

Colin Flint, Val Easley, Guy Clayton

2nd Team

Mike Austin, Ruth Brewer, Mike Easley

3rd Team

Jeremy Howard, Georgina Mucklow,

•

Perfumery/Cosmetics

teX***
*

*

*

*

*

Tim Davis
4th Team

Guy Jobling, Glenn Turpin, Mike Oldham

5th Team

Kier Liddell, Erna Wolfgang

Tel: 033 855 12 46
Fax: 033 855 28 46
apo.wengen@bluewin.ch

©
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FALKE1NJ HOTEL
WENGEN - JUNGFRAU
Familie S. Cova

RESTAURANT • PIANO BAR
BEAUTIFUL GARDEN WITH VIEW

108 Jahre Historisches Hotel,
familien-freundlich, mit Stil und
warme Atmosphare

Tel: 0041 (0)33 8565121
Fax: 0041 (0)33 8553339

108 years historical Hotel, family
friendly, with style and warm
atmosphere

E-mail: info@hotelfalken.com
Internet: www.hotelfalken.eom

Ristorante - Pizzeria - Steakhouse

REAL ITALIAN FOOD & STEAKHOUSE
OPEN: FROM 11.30 - 23.30 high season
11.30 - 14.00 /18.00 - 23.30 rest of the vear

• • • • • • •

DISCO NIGHTS - LIVE MUSIC - KARAOKE
HAPPY HOUR ON BEER
COCKTAILS
MEAL IN THE BASKET - PUB SANDWICHES
OPEN: FROM 16.00 - 02.30 Winter
FROM 18.00 - 02.30 Summer
Sina Feliciano Cova - 3823 Wengen - Tel. 033 8553172
e-mail: sina@wengen.ch

©
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President's Report
Huw Alban Davies

T

he Club's activity in Wengen during the 2003 / 04 season
was sustained at the high level we have come to expect in
recent years with an average of 8 members per day skiing
in the Club's guided groups.

Paul and Maree Zvegintzov made sure that our highlight
events, including the MacMillan and Railway Cups went off
with enormous zest and were well supported by our members.
I particularly enjoyed the Railway Cup but could not find the
vital skill of throwing a snowball through a hole in a poster of
the Eigernordwand and lost out to the dart players and habitues
of late bars in the village.
This solid platform of support has made your committee
ambitious to widen the scope of Activities available to D.H.O.
members, particularly the young who would otherwise be
attracted away from Wengen's discrete charms. A business case
has been agreed with Wengen Tourismus and we will have a
second representative in the village during the whole of the
2004/5 season. This representative will provide support during
a number of weeks when we put on special activities, in a
similar fashion to the SCGB's 'Parties with a
Purpose'. We will be developing plans for:
Powder Skiing Week: for members wanting
to learn, improve or just ski in powder, the
provisional date is January 23rd to 30th.
'Super Coggins' for 13 to 16-year-olds:
designed along the same lines as our Coggins
programme, but for the older age group. It
will include skiing, snowboarding and basic
racing and off-piste techniques for those who
are interested. The first 'Super Coggins' is
planned for February 13-20.

Off-piste skiing and Day Touring Week, which may include use
of a helicopter if participants wish. This program will cater for
members with varying degrees of experience. Provisional dates
are March 13-20.
These special activities will be supported by the Club
representative but lead by local professionals with appropriate
skills. The representative will otherwise concentrate on leading
ski groups, particularly for younger members and give the
Wengen Representative help during the times when the Club's
programme is particularly busy. It is likely that three or four
individuals will share the role during the season and we are
looking both inside and outside the Club for people with the
right skills.

2005 is our 80th anniversary year and we break new ground
by celebrating with a party on top of the
Mannlichen. The self-service restaurant is to be
2005 is our 80th
transformed into an elegant ballroom and we
will be transported by cable car, so everyone
anniversary year
arrives at the dance in Cinderella's carriage.
and we break new However, glass slippers are not the
recommended footwear for the trip between
ground by
top station and the restaurant. Also, woe
betide
anyone who misses the last ride home,
celebrating with a
although curfew is an hour later than for the
party on top of the unfortunate
Cinders. Elaborate plans have
been made and all that is needed to ensure that
Mdnnlichen.
the party is a total success is our well-rehearsed
tendency to have a good time.

A Senior Skiing Week will provide a flexible program of skiing
(with suitable breaks for refreshment!). Provisional dates are
March 6-13.

©

I very much hope to see you at 2230 metres on the 3rd
February, 2005. Wine and song will be provided; bring your
Prince or Princess Charming or even better, find him or her at
the Ball!

ie Dest piece
equipment you could buy this
year doesn't come from a ski
shop!
The fitter you are the longer you can stay
out on the slopes, the more demanding
runs can be challenged and above all
the more you will enjoy your skiing.
Running is one of the easiest ways to get in
shape so the New Balance 856 below, the
new replacement to the 854 one
of our best selling running shoes of all
time, could just ensure you get to the
pistes in better shape than ever.

vo>

Founded over 30 years ago by Olympic
Gold Medalist and creator of the
London Marathon Chris Brasher.
Sweatshop is the country's leading
specialist running and fitness store
with superb staff, a great choice
and fantastic value for money.

New Balance 856 offers a
^*
unique blend of cushioning and
support. £70

W

A T

HO

www.sweatshap.CQ.UK

10% Introductory offer with this coupon
London North Finchley 020 8445 3334. Cannons Health Club & Spa Cousin Lane 020 7626 4324. Cannons Health Club & Spa Covent Garden 020
7497 0820. Chelsea 020 7351 4421, Sweatshop1 at Harrods 020 7730 1234 x 2102, UK Maidstone 01622 735520. Teddington 020 8943 0239,
Dartford 01322 311119, Cambridge 01223 415345. Nottingham 0115 9502036, Reading 0118 9573826.Woking 01483 729221,
Milton Keynes 01908 662202, Chorley 01257 269814, Brierley Hill (west midlands) 01384 344062, Ipswich 01473 726652.
Bristol O i l 7 950 7788. Edinburgh 0131 467 8740, Glasgow 0141 586 9126. Dundee 01382 537517.
Mail Order Sweatshop Railshead Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.TW7 7XA, 24 hr line 020 8758 0044

Before 25/12/04 in the stores listed above.
Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer.
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Coggins Report 2004
Bob Eastwood
COGGINS' NEWS
Going up past Wixi on 14 Dec. last year I could have wept.
There wasn't any snow!!! It had been and gone and there was
not even a little bit under a bush.
All I wanted for Christmas was bucket loads of snow! Neatly
folded the note went up the chimney to dear old Santa. It must
have worked because just in time the snow arrived, Rudolf must
be getting old though as I'm sure he would have brought more
in his younger days. That aside the meadows of Wixi were
covered in perfect white piste tor the arrival of Coggins.
Wham, Bam, Zap, Boom, Bang the Cogs rolled into town.
What they lacked in number they made up for in volume and
sheer enthusiasm.
I was joined by new Coggins teacher. Alexandra Moore while
Philippe
was
on
hand
to
ski
with
our
new....ehm?
Hmmm
"Teenage group"
(what are we
going to call them?) of whom more later. Christmas week in
Wengen was very quiet and Coggins reflected this. We soldiered
on with two groups in order not to disappoint anyone. New
year week did not bring the expected hordes of kids and we
were left hoping for hordes at half term to keep Coggins solvent
because this time there would be no help from Santa!!. Come on
kids Coggins need your support!

0

The New Year Championship was contested by eleven of the
"Mad, Bad And Dangerous to know? . Katya Strage, who was
just in front of her sister Misha, won our new trophy "The
David Strage Cup" on this first occasion. The first boy Connor
Deacon was in third place.
Half term was kind of weird with all the British schools being
on holiday for the same week. An amazing 30 kids attended
during the week and we worked hard to find enough good
instructors. For the first time in many years there were three
groups of Cogs whizzing round the hill. We even recruited the
head of the Ski School, Ercole, to take a group one dav.
Apparently he bought his entire group a hot chocolate each!
Suiely it should be the other way around, kids? A field of f8
contested the Coggins Mid-term Championship.
Run in swirling fog on Bumps the race was won by Tom
Williams with Sam Stannah in Second place. The First girl was
Bryony Coombs ahead of Kate Robinson. I think the speed of
each was dependent on the thickness of the fog and their
bravery a throwing themselves into the void. This race was the
first outing for our smart new race certificates which are very
popular. Thanks are due to Duncan Lonie for organising these.
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At Easter we had no Coggins booked in advance so I couldn't
justify going out to Wengen. Coggins was left in the capable
hands of Alex Moore who ran Coggins for a week before Easter.
Thanks to the kids for a fun filled and injury free season, to
Phillipe and Alex for their professional and patient teaching, to
various parents for helping with races and such like and to
Wengen for putting up with us.
Booking.
Please, please, please try to remember to tell us you when are
coming and how many days you will probably come to Coggins
for. It makes it so much easier to get enough teachers and the
right teachers to ensure an exciting weeks skiing. For example
we never expected to get 30 kids at half term and very nearly
didn't manage to cope with the demand. It's easy, just drop me
an email: eastwoodbob@hotmail.com. Call Bob on 07811
414269 oi send your booking to Bob Eastwood, 36 Marshall
Drive Pickering, N.Yorks. Y018 7JT.
SPECIAL OFFER
If vou book in advance lor six days of Coggins you will only
pay for five.

"Snoggins"
It was entirely due to the efforts of one former Coggin that we
finally got a group going for older kids, ("don't call us Kids!").
Will Wells rallied his troops via email and was able to
confidently tell me that there would be enough teenagers
around in New Year Week to book an instructor to lead their
group. Booking is essential so that we can get a leader
especially the leader we want. We have high hopes for the
coming years but what are we going to call this group. Names
involving the word teenager are "not cool" so can anyone come
up with something acceptable to these people before the name
"Snoggins" sticks!!
Whoops
Twice this season we found ourselves up the mountain with
children who really could not ski well enough to join Coggins.
In one case a child that couldn't ski. This was a very serious
situation and dangerous for the poor kid involved and
disrupted the day for the others. Please can parents listen very
carefully to the questions about standard when thev sign their
kids in. They are serious and for the safety and well being of the
children. We are to advise that Coggins is foi 7 to 13 years old
in the future and the kids must have skied red runs before!! It is
rare for a 6 year old to be of the required standard and in future
we will take them only as exceptions.

New Trophy
Race training
We have a New Cup this year, the David Strage Cup. This Cup
has been presented in memory of David Strage by his parents.
David was a Coggin and Coggins leader in his time. Sadly David
died last year, still a young man. His daughters Sonya, Katya
and Misha have been regular Coggins for a number of years and
it was fitting that the cup was won for the first time by Katya.
The cup is to be awarded to the fastest Coggin, girl or boy, in
the Coggins New Year Championship each year.

Welcome to the team
Alexandra
Alexandra Moore joined the
team of Coggins trainers this
year. Alex is a D.H.O racer
who has joined Wengen Ski
School this season. It was her
declared ambition to teach
Coggins and she proved to be
very popular with her group
of little racers. I'm sure they
are now harbouring their own
ambitions of racing greatness.
The grounding they get in
Coggins should prepare them
in the best way if they do
want to go on to racing with
the D.H.O.

©

D.H.O racing and Training run a race camp in Wengen every
Christmas. They very kindly invited me up for dinner and I
found a very happy group. They take their training very
seriously and are a thoroughly dedicated lot. I enjoyed it so
much I made sure I went back latter in the week for their
popular drinks party. If you are interested in seeing what they
do and finding out about the youth training scene then go and
see them during your stay and you'll find them very welcoming.
Perhaps one day you too could find your self in the start hut at
the Olympics like our own Chemmic Allcott.
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British Schoolboys Races
Wengen 2004 - Richard Berry
f the number of people that came to Schoolboys races in January 2004 is anything
to go by the event was a huge success. Over 200 people attended the race,
parents, teachers and competitors which is more than a ten percent increase on
last year's event. However, it was the most difficult race I have been involved with
during my forty years experience of running races from World Cup to local club
events.

I

Despite the snow making facilities, ihe lop ol the I auberhorn 15

Ihe Martini Rossi Cup was presented to Trace Adams the

dependent on natural snow and (he eai'lj season snowlalls had

winner ol ihe Slalom

not gi\ en the nice course its usual SO cm Oi'COJIipaCt base.

I his

meant that it was very difficult 10 set a course anil the poles
could pot be sci ew ed in deep enough,
pact as well

with

snow

failing

I lie weather plavcd iis
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wind

blowing

from
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College with

Wilkinson in second place from king's Chester,

Matthew

(race Adams

also W on the (riant Slalom and he was aw aided the new Chris
biashci ( up which was presented foi the firsi rime this vear, in
second place was |ohn Campbell from St David's College in

horizontally across the couise on ihe In si da> ol racing di~n\

Wales. Dntoi lunateh

snow and thick cloud on the second daw

three places of the club teams w Inch w as v\ on b\ Sandown Park-
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the D . l l . O did not feature in the first

a number of problems with the timing equipment icsuliiiig 111

Racing Club with Wycombe in second place.

an official protest to Snow spoils GB.
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British based school.
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Britski.org.
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SPORT + M O D E

WENGEN

Rent-Network
No one offers you more

The MOUTORs and their staff are
looking forward to meeting you.

Choose from 18 top ski resorts, hotel and self catering, short breaks
and longer stays, then save with our low child prices, group discounts,
free child lift passes in Zermatt and single savers at selected hotels.
And there's even more to offer in Wengen, with 10% off lift passes for
early bookings plus free ski guiding!

Located between

For a brochure or to book call now on

SWISS
Travel Service

0870
191 7268
quoting SW04DHO

Hotel SUNSTAR and BERNERHOF
Telefon033 855 2131
Telefax 033 855 4631
www.molitor.ch info@molitor.ch

Open Mon-Fri 8am-8pm,
Sat 9am-5.30pm, Sun 10am-4pm
or click www.swisstravel.co.uk

Insurance extra Offers subject to availability. Terms and
conditions apply. See current Swiss Travel Service Ski brochure
for details. Offers published by Bridge Travel Service Ltd

%
ABTA
vurr

Beyondm M A
• Kl P O L f S

\

US
fHtHKINd

POLE!

Supplying the DHO
Jfffli

Official Club Suit • Custom
Printed Race Suits • Stockli Race
Skis + Masters Ski Poles • Race
Protection + Accessories.

MlCKLEFIELD HALL
NR. RICKMANSWORTH

• HERTFORDSHIRE

A traditional i8c house designed by Sir John Soane,
Micklefield Hall is situated in 350 acres of farmland
and woodland just 2 miles from Jnc. 18 of the M25. It
offers an ideal location for filming and fashion shoots,
corporate events, weddings and private functions.

OR design your own suit at
www.beyondx.co.uk

For further information, please call Anna Rankin
Incline Spurts Ltd.
PO Box xyi^h.

TELEPHONE: 01923 778898 FAX: 01923 711799

iports.co.uk

www.micklefieldhall.com

©
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British Schoolgirls Races, 2004
Flaine, France 2004 - Sarah Robinson —

T

he previous year's races were hardly over when the planning had to be done, and
arrangements made, for the D.H.O sponsored races, which found us once again in Flaine at
the end of January.

With declarations of intent, the event was fully subscribed by early
October although there was some movement over the next couple
of months and quite a few of the teams on the waiting list were able
to come. Sadly, some did have to be turned away this year, such is
the popularity of the event.
So it was with high anticipation and mounting excitement that 147
girls, plus teachers, parents and various other hangers-on arrived in
Flaine. As usual, Sunday was the training day with school groups
going off with their ESF teachers to get some miles under the skis
and do some pole training. It was an exhausted, but happy,
bunch that turned up for the racers' briefing later in the day.
Midge Dennig, Lizzie Francis-Venezia and Grace McCutchan
represented the D.H.O. Erica 8c Jean White and Erica Taylor skied
for Millfield whilst Louise Douglass, Catherine Pelton and Natasha
Tanner-Wood made up a BARSC team.
Monday's Giant Slalom started off the race proceedings with Erica
Taylor coming home nearly two seconds ahead of Jean White. They
were followed by Sandown Park's top two - Louise Thomas and
Helena Bray. Fern Barker had an excellent run to finish first in
Children 2 (and 8th overall) whilst Amanda Rennie (St George's
Edinburgh, 13th overall) came home as the best in Children 1.
Erica White did well to finish 9th from a very high start number,
and Catherine was the best of the BARSC team, 8th in the children
category. Midge, the best of the D.H.O girls, finished 13th. Not
surprisingly, Millfield walked away with the trophy for the best
school team, with Lady Eleanor Holies second and Surbiton High
School third. The BARSC team were in 7th position overall
heading into the slalom.
After a short break to set the course, it was time for the Parallel
Slalom. It makes for a long day but it's the most exciting part of the
two days racing and much enjoyed by the girls and supporters
alike. The teams were seeded on the result of the first run of the GS
so it came as no surprise to find the top two teams in the final.
Sandown Park (Louise Thomas, Helena Bray & Hanne Davis) won
the first race but it was deemed that Millfield (the two Ericas and
Jean) had been hindered by a fallen pole so the race had to be run
again. After a dash up the hill (being pulled behind the local
snowmobile!) the girls were ready to go again. This time Millfield
came out on top, much to the dismay of the Sandown supporters.
But it was a good race, conducted in a very sportsmanlike manner,
particularly amongst the Millfield and Sandown teams, who are to
be congratulated on their exemplary behaviour. Sadly, the D.H.O
girls were beaten in the first round whilst the BARSC team lasted
until the second.

*#

Erica Taylor (No. 22), Photo courtesy PhotoZoom, Flaine.

Tuesday's weather was not so kind but the show must go on so it
was time for the Slalom. Louise Thomas (Sandown Park) had a
terrific run to pip the White twins, Jean & Erica (Millfield). Steff
Ovenden (Cheltenham Ladies, 5th overall) finished top in Children
2 whilst Amanda Rennie (St George's Edinburgh) also did very
well, not only to finish first in Children 1 but seventh overall. Lizzie
had a good run to finish 5th in her age group, Louise Douglass had
a top ten result in the juniors and Erica Taylor did well to make it
into the top ten from a very high start number. The Millfield girls
again came out as top school team with Surbiton High School second and George Watson's from Edinburgh, first timers to the races,
in third.

Jean White (No. SS), Photo courtesy PhotoZoom, Flaine.
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Catherine Pelton (No. 21), Photo courtesy PhotoZoom,

Flaine.

Louise Thomas finished first in the combined, ahead of Jean White
and Erica Taylor. Steff Ovenden's storming run in the slalom meant
she just held off Fern Barker for the Children 2 prize and Amanda
Rennie had a clean sweep to win Children 1 but there was great
excitement for Lizzie when she picked up a medal for third place.
Millfield was the best school team with Surbiton High School
second. One of their girls injured herself just before the races so it
was to Surbiton's great credit that the other two girls, Mollie King
and Alexandra Emerton, managed to complete both events and get
such a good team result. Strathallan, another group of first timers
from Scotland, finished third.

The overall team prize went to the Ericas and Jean, with Sandown
Park second and the Kandahar third. But, as often happens, it was
the competition for the best team with no registered racers that
produced high excitement. This is the prize that most of the schools
aim for. Much to surprise of their teacher, it was the Wycombe
Abbey B team which came in ahead of their A team. Great delight
all round for the girls from Buckinghamshire. Bedales came third,
helped by a fantastic performance from Rachel Wyld in the slalom.
She beat many experienced racers to finish second in Children 1, a
terrific result for her.

(Elizabeth) Francis-Venezia (Lizzie), British Schoolgirls Slalom,
Photo courtesy PhotoZoom, Flaine.
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As well as the D.H.O, the Kandahar and Ski Club of Great Britain
sponsored the races, which were organised by The Ladies' Ski Club.
Atomic, Fat Face, Tecnica, Salomon, Scott, Snow Rider and

Erica White (No. 10), Photo courtesy PhotoZoom, Flaine.

Snow+Rock all donated prizes. We are very grateful to all of them
for their support.
The 2005 races will take place in Flaine on 31 January/1 February.
For further information contact Sarah Robinson at
SarahRobUK@aol.com.
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Welcome to Switzerland
AIRPORT TRANSFERS
Jungfrau - Taxi
CH-3823 Wengen
Call: +41 33 855 18 19
Robert Bischoff
Taxi, Minibus Carriage, local and mountain sightseeing excursions
Excursions . . . Mountain Pass Trips . . .
Courier service . . . Congress Trips . . .
VIP service .. . Limousine Service . ..
Transportation .. . Moving . . .
For destinations and rates please enquire
Phone: + 41 33 855 18 19 Fax: +41 33 855 50 60 Mobile: +41 79 334 41 31
email: jungfrautaxi@wengen.com www.wengen.com/jungfrautaxi/
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An unforgettable Alpine tour to the wonderful world of the Jungfrau-

Alps) and the snow-capped peaks of the neighbouring countries. Plus

joch-Top of Europe at 3454 m, the highest-altitude railway station in

a summer ski-lift, huski sledge rides, spectacular walking country and

Europe. Highlights include the beautiful Ice Palace, the Sphinx Obser-

a remarkable range of other action and adventure attractions. In

vation Building overlooking the Aletsch Glacier (the longest in the

suberb snow and eternal ice 100% guaranteed!

JUNGFRAU RAILWAYS, Harderstrasse 14, CH-3800 Interlaken, Telephone +41 33 828 72 33, Fax +41 33 828 72 60, info@jungfrau.ch, www.jungfraubahn.ch
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My Amazing
2003/04 Season
Chemmie Alcott

W

hen I started I was confident and knew that if I could ski as I had in the previous summer's
training, I could pull out some decent top 30 results.

We have to fill out lots of A4 sheets of pre-season goals and
expectation. I actually don't really like doing this because skiing
is so unpredictable and if you are skiing fast in training, it does
not mean you can do this in a race. It's a completely different
circumstance, much more of a mental game and try as every
team might it is impossible to recreate that kind of intense
environment in training.
So, knowing I was skiing faster than I had ever skied before, I
wrote down my goal of three top 30 finishes for my 2003/2004
season. Bearing in mind that I began the season having only had
two World Championship points scoring finishes in my whole
career, achieving this would have been awesome.
By the 6th December, I had scored 3 results out of a possible 4
WCs. So I had to reset my goals very early. You would think that
things would get easier from this point. I had achieved my goals,
had nothing to prove and was skiing fast. But, to put things in
perspective. My expectations where whirling out of control, and
from being ecstatic with a top 30 at the beginning of the season,
I now saw a 22nd place as almost a failure. Like most athletes,
I am very impatient; always striving to get on the next step, and
things get tougher when they don't happen quickly. I am
ashamed to say there were quite a few times where I phoned my
sports psychologist in quite a state because I knew I could have
done better. It almost got to the stage where he laughed at me
and said, "Remember the big picture; your goal is the 2010
Olympics". As stepping-stones toward that goal go, this season
was Himalayan-sized. I proved I'm World Class in three
different disciplines with 11 top 30 finishes (a first for a British
Ski Racer); won two star bibs for the racer who makes the
biggest jump from the back of the field into the top 15; and
became the first British female racer of the modern era to score
a World Cup top 10 result in the Cortina Downhill.
I love skiing; the whole package " not just the surprise good days
but somehow also the inevitable contrasting disappointment of
not fulfilling one's potential. The sport never fails to excite me
and that is what keeps me going. I would like to thank D.H.O
for nurturing my talent in the early days and for still supporting
me now. The passion starts young - even as a Coggin!
February was the toughest test of my mental strength. The
penultimate World Cup speed event before the Finals was in
Are, Sweden and I had come to think of both the GS and SG
races as make-or-break time. Although everyone else in my team

©

and coaching staff even my family and friends at home, were
elated and perhaps surprised, at my season's success, I yearned
for more. The icing on the cake would have been making the
World Cup Finals (to do this you have to be top 25 in that
particular discipline on the World Cup start list.) It would have
accentuated everything I had worked for this season. Going into
the SG in Are I was 25th - i.e. borderline. All I needed to do was
to put down a normal, even adequate performance. But for me
that kind of approach doesn't work. I mean, if I had gone into
every race this year thinking, "OK, Chems, all you need to do is
go 80%, play safe and get down". I would have achieved
nothing. To improve mentally, it isn't good enough to ski on the
limit. You have to go beyond your limits, push them to the
absolute max. which isn't safe skiing. More often than not you
will push it too far and cross the line with dire consequences.
That day in Sweden, I did just that.
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I pushed my limit too far and tried to take the fast, winning line
where it just wasn't possible. I had a bad crash in the air, off the
jump at over 60 mph. I didn't regret it then and still don't today.
I wasn't skiing for a top 30 result; I was skiing for a top 10,
preferring to give it 110% and not achieve a top 10 finish than
to pop in another points score. Why? Because I achieved
something much more than a statistic - athletes with huge
amounts of potential go through 10 seasons without truly going
over their limit and at the end they can feel nothing but
disappointment, knowing that they could have gone harder. You
don't see Anja Paerson, the current World Cup Overall leader,
taking it easy on the second run just because she has a huge 1.5
second lead already. She pushes herself even harder - the battle
is no longer with the rest of the field but a fight with her mind!

0

I want to end every season knowing that I skied as well as I
could have. I know that I won't have perfect seasons. No one
does. The likelihood of pushing yourself to the limit and
finishing every race in a sport like skiing is completely
improbable. Hence I didn't make the World Cup Finals and was
disappointed. Fortunately my bruising was just superficial and
like my disappointment, both will gradually fade and leave no
long-term marks physically or mentally. Eventually I will forget
they were even there. I ski for personal satisfaction. I may win
a race, but if I don't win it by giving it my all then I won't be
happy. This year I smashed my initial goal of achieving 3 top 30
World Cup finishes by achieving 11! I became the most
successful British female speed skier of all time, helped by my
first top 10 result at Cortina in Downhill. Things didn't go to
plan - they went far better!!
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The International Inferno
Race 2004
Bob Eastwood
The longest, oldest, highest & biggest downhill in the World!
Kleine Schilthorn to Winteregg; Length: Approx 10 kms; Height difference: approx. 1200m; Snow: Powder; Weather: good for
the good guys. Bad light for us.

A

s the ten members of the D.H.O Inferno team gathered in t'Hut before setting out to cross the
valley, the sun was shone on the surrounding peaks promissing a beautiful day. As we gathered for
a pre race drink everything looked rosy for our start times.

However, by the time we reached the top of the Schilthorn high
cloud had drifted in creating the flattest of flat light conditions.
Watching Jeremy leave the start I was already quaking at what
it might be like.

skis off(never), fall to knees (ever) and scrabble at helmet strap
(ever), gasp for breath (again). Jeremy's hand on shoulder,
breath and vision return, another Inferno over. First of several
large beers in hand next year begins to look like a good idea weird eh?

Arrive at start in time to photograph Jeremy leaving ahead of
me. Join the line to start, am cool as been here before, need
toilet, mouth dry, ignore bottle of foul schnapps hanging at door
of start hut, really need loo now, Drei, Zwei, Einze
OH....MY
GOD
Throw self heroically from start hut, two seconds later apply the
brakes big time as can see only great greyness. Then having
found courage, let go, find track actually pretty smooth into
first traverse. By the end of the two long traverses confidence
returns and hurtle towards the Muttlerenhore. Suddenly
airborne and out of control!! Bugger!! Maybe a good time to
re-evaluate relationship with higher power. Pull up hard,
centre, control, continue (gently like pansy) into the
Kannonenrohr. Start to try again, past the dangerous bits now,
must make up time.
Cut corners, BANG! ski off a five foot bank on the zigzags,
don't care now. Charge down to the Hogs Back, yell at slower
skier for room, brake hard and swing into hairpin, grit teeth
and try to look good for photo. Keep as much speed as
possible up hill to the Maulerhubel. Begin to stagger as "slower
skier" comes by sniggering. Gasp for air and force legs to push
up the hill. Gate keepers shout encouragement, (think they must
be hoarse by the end of the day.) Got to keep moving, just one
more push and down hill again. Get some speed, no brakes
now, remember to duck under tree on corner and out towards
the final schuss (no slowing down this year) and get further up
the last big hill, Stagger again think "never, never, never again!!"
Over hill through the big ruts and skate over the bridge round
the restaurant, where is damn finish, over the line,
Tessa Lawrence makes it to the finish of the Inferno 2004.

©
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"El Capitan", Max hosts the post race dinner.

Jeremy Howard receives the D.H.O. Inferno Trophy from Tessa 'Doc'
Lawrence.

That was my race. I can't say what perverse reasons others in the
D.H.O team have for competing but "each to their own" and
"live and let live" etc. All that matters is that we do it and had
all finished in one piece. As we are too crap to win the race itself
we now have our own trophy which is presented after a vote by
the team members. A kind of 'Skier of the Match Award'. This
year it was awarded to Jeremy Howard for various reasons
ranging from "because he was fastest" to "to shut him up" but
mainly for his enthusiasm for the event, the team and skiing.
Well done Jezzer! He received his award at the magnificent after
race dinner hosted by our long serving (suffering?) Captain
Max.

Watching the team try to replace adrenalin with alcohol is
another story but I can confirm that Colin Flint won the
drinking by 1 hour and 5 minutes finishing at 5.30 am
Every year we have more and more people wanting to do the
race but we never know how many places we will get. If you
want to do the race with the D.H.O Team then contact the team
captain Max Davis with your details. (01243 811377 or
davies@eastdeanhome.freeserve.co.uk) He would especially like
to hear from anyone who is any good!!

D.H.O. Inferno Team 2004: (Back row), Michael Schaapman, Terry Turner, Peter Fairclough, Jeremy Howard and Colin Flint.
(Front row), Steven Davies, Maureen Fanshaw, Max Davies, Tessa Lawrence and Bob Eastwood.
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December 4th 2004: The Mannlichen cable-car opens for the new winter season. We offer
one of the fastest connections from the village to the start of the long and fantastic slopes.
It is probably the shortest way up (from the village to the top) among all the winter
sports resorts all over Europe.
A short ride up - to a longer ski day. From February 1st, the first cable car leaves
Wengen as early as 8.15 am. The best connection, if you want to go to any ski area in
the Jungfrau-Region.
If there is enough snow at the beginning of the winter season, our slopes Mannlichen,
Eggboden, Distelboden and Gummi will be straighter than last year! We are planning to
improve our snow-making system. We want to prepare our slopes ever better and better.
This winter, two automatic snow machines will make it easier for us to reach this goal.
We will write in your D.H.O. Journal in late autumn 2005 about other winter projects
for the future.
It is not only super skiing, fantastic boarding, expert carving or beautiful hiking which makes
the difference. Great and first class holidays become an even greater experience if nature plays
along. The Mannlichen-nature and our mountains, they are with you every day.
The Mannlichen cable-car wishes you happy skiing in Wengen!
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Jungfrau WhiteOut,
The D.H.O Spring Tour May 2004
Ian McCormick

i

can't remember exactly how I was persuaded to take part in the legendary Spring
Tour. I vaguely remember hearing of the near certainty of Deep Powder, perfect
Spring Snow, Bonhomie, no cushy hotels, huts all the way and not much
washing!

So, laden with an extra heavy bag containing all I might need,
according to the less than comprehensive advice gained, that
was to be reduced to rucksack size (also rather large, bought for
young son to go school hiking), I took Easyjet to Geneva and
those ever so comfortable trains (First Class with Swiss Pass,
much recommended) to the Silberhom Hotel in Lauterbrunnen,
one day earlier than necessary. Sarah Edmonds and Clive
Mitchell (who had already put in 2 days of altitude
acclimatisation) John Wright and my old school friend Ian
Carmichael were already there ready for dinner.
For the next day Clive had kindly arranged for famed Bond skier
and old mate Rene Seiler, also coming on the tour, to take
Wright, Carmichael and myself on a day tour climbing above the
road leading to the Sussten Pass. Very suspiciously, Mitchell then
pleaded a prior engagement! We climbed for three hours, Rene
taking no prisoners with his pace, and skied down on Spring
snow till we met the mist and rain on the lower slopes; we
definitely had had the best of the day. By not following the
undulating snow at the side of the road, Wright attempted to
leave his facial imprint on the asphalt and was found all bloody
with broken glasses. But he lived! We returned via Reichenbach
Falls (near Meiringen) where Sherlock Holmes and Moriaty had
their final, fatal fight and called to see Sally Ireland at her
delightfully positioned house on the southern shore of Lake
Brienz.
In our absence Paddy Hollington had arrived by car with newly
retired Johnny Rigby (otherwise he couldn't have got the
holiday), Tony Lipscombe, Paddy and Caroline Orr.
Anticipation was growing. Gruesome tales of crevasse injuries
were told. John W. reassuringly told us they are only 30 m deep,
as below they close up from pressure, and the guides carry 35 m
ropes to allow for knots etc. Bets were placed on how long it
would take Riggers to put his boots on.

Sunday 2nd May

and checked; avalanche transceivers distributed. We took the 10
o'clock train from Lauterbrunnen to Scheidegg and then on to
Jungfraujoch. Cloud and nil visibility at the Eigerwand and
Eismeer windows was hardly encouraging. With the entire
Japanese population having trooped up the Jungfrau, the
Indians are taking their place and there are more of them! Saris
at 12,500 feet are an incongruous sight, but the top station were
accommodating them in style with their native cuisine (and the
smell that goes with it). None too hurriedly we dressed up, ate,
drank, donned the chastity belt like harnesses and exited into
thick fog and gentle snow falling on the glacier.
Giving strict instructions to follow in his track, Adolf
disappeared into the gloom in an increasingly wide stem on an
icy base. Speaking for myself, this caused some unaccustomed
stretching in the personal regions! Sarah almost tested rescue
procedures with a spirited dash to the right, but failed to be
consumed by a crevasse and with much use of compass and GPS
we slowly made our way down the Jungfraufirn, to the base of
Concordia Hut.
To avoid avalanches, huts are usually placed on high rocky
outcrops. This was no exception. A metal staircase of 400 steps
zigzags up a near vertical 200 ft rock face, confirmed my
complete unsuitability for proper climbing. In 1877 when the
hut was first built, it was a mere 70 foot climb on vertical
wooden ladders but, thinning of the glacier, together with
erosion of the underlying rocks as it flowed down, has caused
the surface to drop a further 130 ft. An amazing 12 inches each
year. First in the hut got their boots nearest the stove!

Destination: Concordia Hut 2850 m

Our guide Adolf Schlunnegger, with Christian Scheuner (in the
final stages of obtaining his full guide.s licence) arrived early,
followed by Rene Seiler and Sally Ireland making up a full party
of 14. Skis, skins and harscheisen (ski crampons) were sorted

The Guides:
Adolf and
Christian
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Recently updated, the huts are surprisingly civilised in all but
two measures, loos and water supply. The former make the
heads, of a small cabin cruiser seem luxurious and the latter does
not come from taps! Wet wipes, yesterday's leftover tea, or pay
4 SF for a measly litre of boiling water diluted with snow are the
order of the day. Make sure to wash body parts in the right
order with the latter! The eating, relaxing, cut-yourtoenails-whatever room is both comfortable and warm; the food
palatable to hungry tourers, though the strange hot pink
infusion provided all times for one's travelling Thermos only
reached it's best after three plus hours climbing when
dehydration threatened. The sleeping rooms are unheated, but
soon warm up! As there were few other happy campers we split
into separate rooms according to heavy, medium or light
snoring tendencies. The girls attempted segregation by sex but
this was rapidly stamped on.
Lights out at 10 pm, no talking in the dorm and visits to the loo
only in desperation, as at the Concordia it involved a 50 yard
unlit walk outside to somewhere unheated and not smelling of
violets!
Day 3: Tuesday 4th May • Day Tour

Day 2: Monday 3rd May
Destination Finsteraahorn Hut 3048 m
Still bad weather but not cold. Late breakfast (though not by
my standards) and a three hour climb to Griinhornlucke with
one short stop. We separated into two groups with Christian
leading the faster, with far-too-fit Tony and Ian C. not taking his
age as seriously as he should, hard on his heels. The less fit
including your humble correspondent, strung out behind. Sarah
and Paddy H. with occasional guests, followed Adolf at a
sensible and stately pace, rarely losing more than seven minutes
in the hour. Splendid views of more fog from our highest point
of 3286 m and then a slow but careful ski down a crevassed
slope and across the Fieschergletscher, to the very new
Finsteraahornhutte.
Yet another fearsome walk up to the hut. Another 200 ft is
especially painful when you thought you had done the day's
hard work. Most left their skis down below apart from
eager-beavers Sally, Tony and Ian C. who opted for voluntary
afternoon exercise with Adolf. Personally, I looked forward to
a comfortable nap and listening to their experiences afterwards.
Smarter accommodation with unshared double bunks,
Fascinating new loo system. Wash teeth in left over tea.

More bad weather. Our kind guides had moved the skis to the
bottom of a route both shorter and less hazardous than that by
which we had arrived. The short ski decent to glacier level was
enlivened by Tony L's first turn with bindings in walking mode.
With skis expecting a telemark, his body performed a parallel.
Result, Messy!
Four hours walking with the obligatory single stop took us to
the Weissnollen ridge at 3,600 metres and lying two gullies
south of yesterday's high point. A faint sun occasionally and
tantalisingly could be seen delicately outlined through the mist,
but the view remained fog, fog and more fog. An extended
session of exchanging dried fruit raised the team spirit whilst
heat from the nearby sun raised the temperature of both tourers
and snow. Both resembled the consistency of polenta. The
leading group descended slowly in long zigzags with big wide
snow ploughs in close formation, apparently to create a piste for
those following. Later, those behind, said "thank you," for
showing the way but they preferred their own virgin slog. As we
had returned to the hut early in the afternoon without prospects
of other skiing delights, our hosts at the hut very kindly put on
a splendid slide show of the surrounding mountains we should
be seeing together with interesting information on the nearby
glaciers in all seasons. Seemed amazing to find a laptop and
digital projector so far from civilisation.
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Wednesday 5th May
Again!

Destination Concordia Hut 2850 m

The arrival of a new weather front bringing heavy snow and
wind finally ditched our original plan of traversing to the
Grimsel Pass.
It was back to the Concordia via the
Griinhornluche reversing our tracks of two days before. The
powder snow was marvellous but no visibility with which to
truly enjoy it. Just the sight of brave Christian leading us into
the unknown by magnetic and electronic navigation.
Nevertheless I managed to find a wind hollow in which to
deposit myself. This gave the comfortable feeling that if it had
been a crevasse it would have been no more frightening as it all
happened so rapidly. Back to those vertiginous steps and into
the accustomed hut.

When they too finally reached Hollandia at dusk, we heard that
one of them had left the harness behind. As prudent
Northerners, they would not waste money on a new one. No
problem recognising the sinner; he was buying the drinks that
evening. After the midway stop I learnt the dangers of overexertion at altitude. A problem with a binding delayed my start
and I had some catching up to do. Coming up behind Adolf and
his slower party I drew to the side and unwisely overtook with
incautious speed. 100 yards on the world began to go round,
the deepest breaths gave insufficient oxygen and the sputum
turned pink. Only the thought of Adolf's potential knowing
smile with the steady rhythm of Paddy O. in front kept me
going. Lesson well learnt. Later on I mentioned to Rene that it
was all quite hard work and he murmured something about
British not being as tough as they used to be, particularly the
one next to him.

Despite three days consumption of solid/liquid mobile
provisions Clive managed an alcoholic variation of Loaves and
Fishes for 5000, with an inexhaustible supply of fermented
fruits with additions from the two Paddy's and Sarah's supplies.
By now we had been loosely joined through force of
circumstance by a party of four Canadians whose leader
oversaw avalanche control of roads in the Rockies and was a
qualified guide and two Mancunian climber / skiers whose
bravery possibly outdid their experience.

Thursday 6th May

Destination Hollandia Hut 3238 m

Snowing hard with 50 cm of new snow. Our path along the
Grosser Aletschfirn started along the flat, but soon developed
into a climb with no downhill sections. The Canadians went
first, but we soon diverged from their path, apparently for
greater safety from crevasses; they were roped so could afford
for the odd one to drop through! Christian manfully made a
track through the deep new snow and, although it was only
eight kilometers as the chough flies, we were six hours on the
hoof. Far less than our Mancunian friends who stopped
midway and retraced their steps in haste.

(Above), Sarah and Tony and (below), Hollandia Hostess
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Sally and Rene Sailer
First the signposts indicating the yet unseen Hollandia hut and
then at last the welcome sight of the hut itself, perilously
perched on top of a 400 ft lump of rock, but mercifully reached
from the back and on the level. Rather more crowded
dormitory than we were used to, but a glamorous lonesome
lady hut keeper with 3 cats for company. Riggers and Adolf
showed altruistic interest in washing up and were rewarded
with some Schnapps. Interesting loo system involving throwing
a handful of bark chippings in.
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May 7th Destination Blatten and home
Weather forecast poor, but awoken early by enthusiastic shouts
from early risers. Sunrise visible with clear skies! Much
camera activity. Smiles all round at breakfast in anticipation of
a fine day. Sarah finds her inner boots are missing. Much
sleuthing asto the culprit. Not us of course, and probably not
British. Another pair were found.
We assemble outside in some excitement viewing five foot of
deep snow that had been deposited throughout the week
sparkling in the early light. Linger behind with Rene as Adolf
traverses away from hut; tempted by steeper, longer pitch
available from earlier turn-off but decide to behave.
Nevertheless, turns at last in glorious baseless powder. Realise
die limitations of 190 cm parallel sided skis (pomme frites, as
they are known); Oh for 170 cm with side cut! Help dig out
several fallers in helpless exhaustion from effort at altitude and
shortly require same service myself! Last time I came in this
direction it was a day trip from the Ebnefluh with the late and
much lamented Andrea Cova; this time no helicopter retrieval.
After two good pitches, a gentle descent through the Lang
glacier and into the Lotschental. To speed up descent we played
trains,. The skier behind the guide raises arms and sticks to the
horizontal and places the points on the rucksack in front and so
on behind. With 5 or 6 in line, quite a speed is gained where,
without such power, our guide would have been walking. Acute
attention to balance and symmetrical weight application
essential or a nasty pile up ensues. By such means we reach the
road head at Gletscherstafel and take the post bus to Blatten for
lunch whilst we awaited our own coach to take us back to
Lauterbrunnen via the Lotschberg tunnel. Whilst removing
boots the dastardly, indeed utterly criminal "inner ski boot
thief" was discovered to be none other than Mitchell C. We
understand he is still on speaking terms with Sarah.

(Below) Tony and Johnny

Whilst 'Jungfrau Whiteout,' perhaps best describes this week ,
die marvellous last day gave a taste of what might have been.

Paddy and Caroline Orr.

(From l-r), Ian McCormick, Tony Lipscombe, Christian,
Sally Ireland, Ian Carmichael, John Rigby and Caroline Orr.
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Ski Club Wengen
Freddie Whitelaw

T

he Wengen Ski Club (SCW) which celebrates its centenary in autumn 2004,
played a significant part in the development of skiing in the Oberland and we
acknowledge their centenary year.

In 1864, Johannes Badrut owner of the Engadiner Kulm Hotel
in St Moritz offered his British summer guests a 'free holiday'
over Christmas if it turned out to be less warm and sunny than
he claimed. Within 9 years, the number of winter visitors to St
Moritz outstripped the summer visitors. From this small
beginning in St Moritz emerged the British tradition of visiting
Switzerland in winter. The Brits walked in the bracing clear air,
skated, tobogganed and more Swiss hoteliers opened their
hotels in winter.
In the Oberland, Grindelwald was the place to be because then
there were no road or rail links to Wengen or Murren. So,
Gerald Fox from Somerset and his cousin had two pairs of skis
manufactured in Norway, brought them to Grindelwald in
1891 and is remembered as putting his boots and skis on in his
hotel room before tramping out of the Baer Hotel to the snow!
The Grindelwald Ski Club was formed in 1902.

In autumn 1904, the owner of the Silberhorn hotel, Hans
Lauener, decided that there were so many people interested in
skiing that he would form a club no doubt inspired by the
successful formation of the Grindelwald Club 2 years earlier.
There were 15 founder members of whom 14 had Wengen
family names we would recognize today: Lauener, von Allmen,
Feuz, Graf, Gertsch, Brunner, Fuchs and Gertsch-Graf.
The Ski Club Wengen organised their first race in 1905. Fritz
Fuchs beating Hans Lauener. For the 5 SFr membership fee,
club members received a white club pullover with the letters
S.C.W stitched in black on the chest. At this stage their skiing
and the competitions were very much Nordic style.

(Top left) Dr fritz Oetiker, the first skier in Wengen.
(Above) Ski Club Wengen - with white pullovers and single sticks.
(Below) The steam train was used in 1910 to travel from
Lauterbrunnen to Wengen.

Dr Fritz Oetiker, the first skier in Wengen.
We don't really know when the first skier was seen in or near
Wengen but it's inconceivable that in the 1890's one or two of
the more adventurous Grindelwald skiers didn't venture down
the 'other side' from Kleine Scheidegg. The first Wengen
resident to be seen skiing was definitely Doctor Fritz Oetiker
who, in 1896, used his skis to help him visit the workers
building the Jungfraubahn which was opened to Eigergletcher
by 1898 when tunnelling through the Eiger began.
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Regular races were held and special ones were organised for the
school children, called 'Grumpelrennen,' the highlight of which
was a string suspended over the finish line with treats attached
which the children grabbed as they crossed the finish line. Club
tours were held, the easiest of which was to climb up to
Scheidegg and to then ski down to Grindelwald where
consumption of schnapps was always a highlight! Longer tours
went via Grosse Scheidegg to Meiringen and beyond
Obersteinberg to the Mutthorn Hut for the run down Gastertal
to Kandersteg.
In competition, Fritz Gertsch came 2nd in the 1908 Swiss
championships in Engelberg and Hans Lauener won the
'Military Discipline' at the 1909 Andermatt championships. The
SCW was instrumental in teaching skiing, with President Hans
Lauener combining with Fritz Steuri of Grindelwald to reach the
youth of Wengen to ski.
The SCW recognised the need for sporting activities and
changed from a pure ski club to a general sports club. In 1908,
they created a small ice rink, and by 1911 created the much
larger rink that is still used today. When the WAB ran upto
Allmend in 1910, the SCW opened and maintained a luge run,
In 1912, WAB ran to Wengernalp, so a sled run was created
down from Wengernalp. This included a water pipe from top to
bottom enabling the track to be iced each night. Whilst clearly
this also involved the hoteliers and farming land-owners, it was
organised and executed by the SCW. This track remained in use
up till the 1950's and parts of it are still visible today.
In 1918 the 'Sports Club Wengen' reverted to being a pure ski
club, the leading lights of this change being Friedrich Graf, Fritz
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(Main image) The start of the Wengen Standard at Waterstation and
(inset), the first ski piste patrol in Switzerland - Fritz Graf and
Eduard Gertsch.

Gertsch, Alfred Gertsch and Fritz Molitor. In 1919 Hans
Lauener resigned as president and was replaced by Friedrich
Graf. Large club parties were organised at Eigergletscher in
conjunction with the Ski Club Grindelwald, which succeeded in
generating enthusiasm in the newly awoken SCW. These parties
comprised dancing most of Saturday night, followed by
competitions and the ski home on Sunday.
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In 1922, the SCW organised the Oberland Ski Championship
(previously held in Gstaad, Adelboden and Grindelwald).
The competitions comprised a langlauf, a slalom on soft snow
and a jumping competition on the new Jungfrau ski jump,
very much still in the Nordic tradition. The present-day
rivalry between Wengen and Murren did not occur until both
had their own lifts and became self contained ski resorts. It
was in this period that the British ski clubs were formed, both
Kandahar, D.H.O, and the no longer extant Scalded Cats ski
club based at Kleine Scheidegg.
In 1926, SCW were asked to run the Swiss championships, in
which a total of 450 skiers competed. To the delight of the
Wengeners, 14 locals distinguished themselves and 'flew the
flag' for SCW for the next 10 years. In 1928 SCW members
skied in the Nordic combination at the St Moritz Winter
Olympics. Also In that year, the SCW started a ski patrol,
long before the days of prepared pistes, but nevertheless the
forerunner of the piste patrol and the first in Switzerland.
Eduard Gertsch and Fritz Graf fulfilled this task for the next
42 years!

Hedy Schlunegger and Farl Molitor, winners of Gold, Silver and
Bronze medals at the 1948 Olympics at St. Moritz.

By 1929 a new force was beginning to emerge, the great Ernst
Gertsch. Born on the first day of the century, he was to
dominate the SCW as its president throughout the 30s and
40s. He opened new runs, obtained funding for training, was
founder
and the president of The
International
Lauberhornrennen which is the oldest (and longest) downhill
race still part of the International Downhill Championships.
It was started by the SCW in 1930, and British ski-runners
like Bracken, Waghorn and Peter Lunn took podium
positions in the early years. On the 22nd January 1930, the
D.H.O and SCW had their first competition. The D.H.O won
both the Downhill and Slalom races ably led and inspired by
team captain, club president and British ski team member,
Dick Waghorn. Within 5 years the SCW were the strongest
racing club in Switzerland typically contributing two thirds of
any Swiss team in international races.
The first ever British Ski Championships.
Thereafter the SCW began to revert to being a local ski club,
albeit an impressive one with some great skiers and racers,
such as Ernst Gertsch, Hans Schluneger, Karl Graf, Heinz von
Allmen and Karl Molitor. Whilst in subsequent decades, they
no longer dominated the Swiss FIS team, SCW made an
unforgettable contribution to Swiss pre-war year ski-ing.
On this special occasion, the centenary of the Ski Club of
Wengen, we are glad to acknowledge that, whilst the
introduction of skis to the Alps may have been a British act
the development of skiing in Wengen and the Kleine
Scheidegg area from 1900 onwards was very much the result
of the members (and pioneers) of the Ski Club of Wengen.

Club Presidents from 1919-1979 (l-r); Friedrich Graf, Adolf Gertsch,
Stefan Lauener, Ernst Gertsch, Karl Molitor and Karl Fuchs.
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—The Monch August 2003 Sarah Edmonds

H

aving always been teased by my late husband Dick for never having climbed a
"proper" mountain, during our D.H.O Spring Tour last year I tentatively asked
Adolf Schlunegger whether he thought I might be able to manage the Monch.

He kindly agreed to take me and we fixed to go on 20th.
August. My reasons were twofold. Firstly, to take up Dick's
challenge to me, and secondly to raise money for the Stroke
Appeal that we set up in Dick's name to raise money for the
new unit in our Watford Hospital.
I arrived in Wengen on 13th. August and having had weeks of
settled weather it had started to change and we had showers
and the odd thunderstorm for the next few days. I had five days
of walking with as much uphill as I could. I particularly enjoyed
the Eiger Trail, which is a fairly new walk from Alpiglen to
Eigergletscher with spectacular views of the Eiger on the way
up. Vaughan Gaskell came out to join me for the last few days
and I was glad of his company to offset my pre-climb nerves!
A day earlier than we had planned, due to a better weatherforecast, I woke to a clear bright day. After an early breakfast
in Wengen with Adolf we took the train to the Jungfraujoch
from where we started our climb. Having been more than
slightly anxious about how I would cope with the climb during
the previous week I found that as soon as I put my harness on
and was firmly roped to Adolf I relaxed and enjoyed every
moment. We crossed two snow bridges on the first slope and
then put on our crampons and started up the south east ridge,
which is the normal - and easiest - route. The rest of the climb
was a mixture of snow slopes and rock face. The last snow
slope was very steep with belaying posts put in by Adolf a few
years ago. From the top of this slope you could see the final
ridge. I think that if I had seen a photograph of this before my
climb I might well have thought again! With Adolf's
encouragement and concentrating hard on not catching my
crampons on each other we crossed the narrow ridge to the
summit with a feeling of total exhilaration.
The view from the top was totally amazing. One one side all the
local mountains in the Bernese Oberland - Finsteraarhorn,
Jungfrau, Eiger, Breithorn and Shreckhorn. Then in the
background - Monte Rosa, Dom, Matterhorn, Weisshorm,
Dente Blanche, Grand Combin and Mont Blanc. On the other
side of the ridge was a sheer snow slope going down to a still
wonderfully green valley with the Lauberhorn and Scheidegg in
the foreground. From the Jungfraujoch we had climbed 2120
feet taking 3 hours 10 minutes for the ascent and 2 hours and
40 minutes for the descent. The success of my climb is entirely
due to Adolf. He also brought down enough stones from the
highest rock face to make a large cairn in the woods at
Micklefield in memory of Dick. Thank you Adolf! I would also
like to thank all my family who gave me huge support and
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encouragement, Vaughan Gaskell who gallantly came out to
walk with me for the last few days, and provided champagne
and a wonderful dinner at the Eiger in Wengen on our return,
the kind friends who sponsored me for over £7,000; Justin
Corcoran for helping me to get fit enough to even think about
the climb; and finally, my husband Dick who first took me to
the Bernese Oberland in 1958.
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(Top picture)View from before the final Ridge. (Above), Adolf and Sue on the summit with the Eiger in the
background. (Ear right), first snow slope view of the Alersch glacier. (Below), Monch from the lower slopes
of the Jungfrau.
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The Sport of Kings
Ingie Christophersen

T

he deadline has come and gone and I am still dithering about what to write. You have
had Amundsen, Nansen, Thor Heyerdahl and Norway, not to mention the FIS and
the history of skiing.

As the cradle of skiing first rocked in Norway, and ski and
slalom, are Norwegian words I'm now going to tell you about
the Kings of Norway, who were all accomplished skiers and
every word is true! Skiing is a national sport in Norway and in
particular a royal sport. Olav Trygvasson, Norway's King
Arthur (although OT is historic while King Arthur is a mythical
figure) was a good climber, could run along the ships oars, but
above all he was a better skier than anyone else. Harald the
Hardruler composed a poem of the eight sports he mastered,
one of them was skiing.
Norwegian Kings were good at boasting. King Sigurd had been
to Constantinople and got the name Jorsalfar - the man who
had visited Jorsal, Norway's name for Constantinople. When
he returned from abroad he and his brother argued about who
had achieved the most in their lives. The trial of strength ended
by his brother saying: 'At least I am a better skier than you'.
What excellent proof that skiing was widespread already in the
11th and 12th century. In March 1200 King Sverre used soldiers
on skis during the battle of Oslo - some of them as spies to spy
out enemy positions - no doubt from vantage points
unexpected by the enemy.
The ski journey that we all celebrate is the one which gives its
name to a world-famous ski race today - the Birkebeiner race,
76 km skied by thousand upon thousand of skiers of all ages,
alternatively from Lillehammer to Rena and from Rena to
Lillehammer. The king's son, 2-year-old Haakon Haakonson
was carried by two Birkebeiner, so-called because they wrapped
birch bark round their feet, over the mountain, in a ferocious
snow storm, scantily clad. One of them held the baby against
his chest, under his thin and inadequate clothing, and it is a
miracle they survived the biting storm with nothing more to eat
than melted snow. This baby later ruled a country which has
never since been so mighty; parts of Sweden, Iceland,
Greenland, the Faeroes, Orkneys, Shetland and the Hebrides.
Without this daring journey on skis in 1206 Norway's history
would have been very different indeed. The Birkebeiner race
was first held in 1932 and to make it more authentic one of the
rules stipulates that the skiers must wear a back-pack - the
little baby Haakon Haakonson.
A textbook on courteous and good manners talks about
hunting: 'As soon as a man binds board, seven or nine ells to his
feet, then he is swifter than the bird at flight or the quickest
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greyhound's leap or the reindeer, which is faster than the stag.
And yet that man is swifter than other men when he has only
shoes on his feet. Some men are so quick on their skis that they
can kill nine reindeer or more with their spear in one run'. King
Magnus the Lawgiver stopped this unreasonable slaughter of
animals. In his Statute Book he says that the large, elegant elks
sink deep into the snow while the skier floats over the surface.
Therefore he states: 'a landowner must see to it that elks are left
in peace from those who run on skis'.
A period of decline followed. Immigrant Danes - Norway was
now under the King of Denmark - were not skiers and used
horse and sled instead. Norway's elite aped the Danish customs
and skiing slowly disappeared, but this illegal elk hunt was in
evidence again in 1530 when a letter to King Fredrik 1st
demanded that he put an end to hunting elk on skis.
In 1716 the Danish King realised skiing was not such a mad
thing after all and Fredrik 4th established a skiing brigade. That
year Swedish troops marched into Norway under their King
Karl XII. A tenant farmer overheard a conversation between
two Swedish officers of their intention to attack the Norwegian
HQ at Lier and thus cut off relief access. A skier rushed off
through the vast forested land and reached Lier the next day.
The Norwegians reacted in an instant; they were on their way
the same night and split the Swedish force at Norderhov. Karl
XII truly got a shock, sitting in Oslo, waiting for good news,
and instead having to flee the country. The runt of the Swedish
army was easy picking for Norwegian ski patrols, and only half
the Swedish battalion crossed the border on their way home to
Sweden. This event too is commemorated in a 60 mile ski race
- the Grenadier Race.
In 1840 the Swedish princes in Stockholm received a present of
skis from Norway. One of these princes, later King Oscar 2nd
was a keen spectator at the ski jumping competitions outside
Oslo, an event which attracted over 10 thousand spectators - a
large proportion of the Norwegian population! Once he was
accompanied by Prince Hans of Denmark who refused to
believe that people could fly through the air on planks. When
he saw the first ski jumper he screamed to King Oscar: 'What
a sight - they must be stark raving mad.'
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Lastly, the greatest royal skier of them all was King Olav, father
to the present king Harald of Norway. His winter chalet was
near our house in Norway and I used to pass him on skis always accompanied by his large, black poodle. There is a
statue to him and his poodle near the Holmenkollen ski jump,
where he participated on several occasions. He was even a
jumping judge - and few knew as much about the style of ski
jumping - judged on style and length - as he did.
During the oil crises of 1973 he took the trie - the electric tram
that transports people from the centre of Oslo out into the vast
wilderness that surrounds the capital - so he could go skiing.
There is a wonderful picture of him wanting to pay the
conductor - but his adjutant had already dealt with that matter!
The sport of sports and the king of sports and now also the
sport of kings!!
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Wengen and the
Two Gold Medals
Nigel Pitt
[Based on a true story]
ne year my friend Mike persuaded me to try Wengen for my skiing holiday. He had
been going there ever since he was a boy, always staying in the same room, in the
same hotel, every year - in the Hotel Alpenrose. Before him his father and
grandfather had always stayed in that same room.

O

I'd never heard of Wengen but Mike assured me that it was the
very home of down hill skiing. He said it was a lovely old
traditional Swiss village where no cars were permitted. You
could only reach it by mountain railway - known as the "WAB"
(standing for "WengernAlpBahn"). This runs from
Lauterbrunnen at the bottom of it's spectacular, U-shaped
valley all the way up to Kleine Scheidegg at the top. There the
awesome north face of the Eiger towers to 13,026 feet. Mike
explained to me that the "WAB" is a cog railway which must
not be confused with the "BOB". The "BOB" is the railway of
the valleys. It carries you from Interlaken Ost to Lauterbrunnen
(or to Grindlewald if you are foolish enough to get into the
wrong half of the train). "BOB" stands for the
"BernerOberlandBahn".
I still had my doubts about Wengen because the resort itself
seemed relatively low compared with some of the well known
French resorts with which I was familiar, such as Val d'Isere and
Courchevel. So I was concerned that there might be insufficient
snow for our week in March. Mike brushed these concerns
aside. He insisted that you don't need so much snow in Wengen
because the underlying ground is smooth pasture whereas in
your modern French resorts the terrain is shale and rock.
Furthermore WAB had installed a vast number of snow cannons
just in case. In any event, said Mike, Wengen was the place to
go because it's a proper skiing resort, not some modern place
with tower blocks and so forth. Furthermore its setting is
second to none. It is overlooked by the majestic Jungfrau
(13,642 feet) with its magnificent glacier. The sight of this
fantastic bastion of snow and ice reflecting the changing
colours of the sunset as one sips a steaming gluhwein after a
punishing day on the slopes was a sight never to be forgotten,
he said. But in the end, it was the proximity of the Riechenbach
Falls that clinched it for me. Here it was that Holmes had met
his match in a fiendish struggle with the dreaded Moriarty. I
had been an avid reader of the Sherlock Holmes stories and
clearly recalled the graphic descriptions of the dramatic scenery
of these parts. Holmes and Watson had ostensibly gone to hunt
the elusive chamois. Mike assured me that I might actually see
some chamois from my hotel bedroom window (or, if not from
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my window, certainly from the Mannlichen cable car). So in the
end I agreed to try Wengen for my next skiing holiday.
When we arrived at the hotel Mike told me that the proprietor
was called Herr Allan Penrose and that the hotel was named
after him - hence "Hotel Alpenrose". So when the proprietor
greeted us I said "Guten abend, Herr Penrose". When I got to
know him a little better I always addressed him as "Allan" or
simply " Al" - throughout our whole week. It was only when we
were leaving at the end of our holiday that I learned the
embarrassing truth. The hotel bill stated that the proprietor was
a Herr Paul von Allmen. I queried this with Mike: "Mike, I
thought you said that the owner of the hotel was called Al
Penrose". Mike just collapsed into a fit of giggles like some ten
year old school boy. "Actually," he managed to splutter, "I just
told you that for a laugh - I couldn't believe it when you took
it seriously !" I felt that I would never be able to show my face
in the Hotel Alpenrose again.
At the time I was very comfortable in this traditional, family
owned Swiss hotel. It had a wonderfully cosy atmosphere with
roaring log fires and a splendid dining room. The tables were
circular and covered with
immaculate, starched white
tablecloths. For breakfast there was a huge variety of mueslis,
nuts, seeds, fruits, cheeses, eggs (fried, boiled, scrambled or
poached), hams, sausages, kedgerees, kippers, pastries, yogurts
and I don't know what else besides. You could set yourself up
for the whole week on just one of these breakfasts. Mike always
insisted on sprinkling
linseeds on everything, stating
mysteriously that it would help him "to work rest and play".
In the evening there was a set menu for dinner. I rather liked
having no choice - it makes life so much easier. I don't like those
interminable a la carte menus. I can't cope with the responsibility of having to make such difficult choices when I am trying to
relax on holiday. I can never make up my mind. I always find
myself still fumbling for a decision long after everyone else has
chosen and the waiter is impatiently hovering by my chair. In
the end I'm panicked into making a purely random choice
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which turns out to be a mistake. I usually spend the rest of the
meal looking longingly at what is on someone else's plate and
wishing I'd chosen that instead. So here in the Hotel Alpenrose
I was delighted to be presented with a set menu each night.
These dinners were also gargantuan - no less than six courses.
By the end of the week I could hardly walk.
One evening Mike and I were sitting at the hotel bar sipping our
kleines bierres vom fass when a rather cocky looking fellow in
a bright red jersey came in and joined us. He sported two bright
gold badges on his chest. He greeted Mike like a long lost
friend: "Hi, Mike, good to see you're here again, as per usual",
he said in a somewhat bumptious tone. Mike introduced him to
me as Dick. "I didn't see you here last year, Dick," said Mike.
"No, I went to Tignes for a change", he replied. "What a place
for a holiday ! - how did you like it ?" asked Mike. "Well, it's
more modern than Wengen. It's very high up with excellent
skiing and there are one or two discos too." "Did you stay in a
nice hotel ?" I asked. "No, actually - I stayed in a chalet party
of young people." "Good grief !" exclaimed Mike. "I didn't
realise there were any chalets in Tignes," I interjected. "Well it
wasn't a chalet as such - it was a couple of floors in an
apartment block actually - but it was advertised as chalet-style
accommodation," replied Dick. "But how did you get on with
all these young people ?" asked Mike impatiently. "It was
really rather fun. In the evenings Nicki, the chalet girl, cooked
us enormous school dinners and we drank limitless quantities
of cheap red wine - you know those big litre bottles with metal
caps on." "Sounds absolutely ghastly", said Mike, "and what
on earth are those two badges you're wearing on your chest ?"
he asked. "These are my two gold medals."
Mike and I took a closer look. The badges were identical. They
were shiny gold and circular with a little plinth at the bottom.
In the circle was an engraving of a skier in the racing posture.
On the plinth were the words "Tignes GS". "You see I won
these in the Tignes Giant Slalom race", explained Dick with
pride. "But you couldn't possibly complete a giant slalom
course, let alone win one !", exclaimed Mike. "Yes, and that's
what I told Nicki when she suggested that I should go in for it.
But she explained that the race was divided into classes by
nationalities. She said that if I entered as a national of some
unusual country I might be the only one in that class - then I'd
be sure to get a gold medal ! After over-many glasses of the vin
rouge this seemed rather a splendid idea. So I decided to put
my name down as Winston M'gumbi of the Gabon." "But you
don't look anything like a native of the Gabon !", I exclaimed.
"Ah, yes, I had to black-up of course. I also wore a thick
balaclava, even though it was a warm, sunny day". "How on
earth did you get on in the race itself ?" pressed Mike. "Well, it
was pretty frightening actually. The start was the worst bit. I'd
never been in a race before. You have to stand behind one of
those gate things while an official does a count down. I was so
nervous my legs were shaking. The slope seemed rather steep
and there were all these blue and red poles. Anyway, when the
start signal sounded I pushed off and an enormous cheer went
up from my supporters - 'go, go, go Winnie !' and 'whoop,
whoop, whoop' and so on." "Did you get round the poles all
right ?" I asked. "Well, I got round the first one o.k. but only

because I went round it the wrong way. But they didn't
disqualify me because I was the only person from the Gabon."
"And the next pole ?" asked Mike. "That was more difficult
because by now I was picking up speed." "And ?" "I fell over".
"That must have been awkward ?"
"It wasn't too bad because my skis didn't come off. So I was
able to get up and set off again without that much delay", he
replied. "I got round the next pole rather well and I was
beginning to feel I was getting the hang of it. Nicki had warned
me that it was necessary to get a bit of a speed up at this point.
This is because there was a dip in the course after the next pole
and you needed a certain amount of momentum to carry you up
the other side. Unfortunately those who'd raced before me must
have had the same idea. The snow was all rutted and chewed up
at the next pole where they'd torn round it at it full tilt".
"How many had gone before you ?" I inquired. "Quite a few.
The nationalities were sent off in alphabetical order. So all the
Austrians, English and French had already gone and made a
right mess of this bit of the course. I would have entered as an
Albanian had I known." "But surely with your off-piste skills
this could have presented no difficulty for you ?" jested Mike.
"Very funny. Well, as you can imagine I came unstuck here. I
went for a burton - skis and poles flying everywhere. I even lost
my hat." "A 'yard sale' right in the middle of the race course !"
laughed Mike. "What's a 'yard sale' ?" I asked.
"In America they don't have car boot sales on Sunday mornings.
They spread all their unwanted stuff all over their front gardens
(which they call 'yards') for passers-by to inspect. So if you fall
and spread your skis, poles etc. all over the mountain they like
to call it a 'yard sale'. It's an American joke, you see." "Yes, well
it wasn't a joke for me, I can tell you," bemoaned Dick.
"Luckily I wasn't injured, just shook up. Of course I had to
walk all over the course picking up my gear. Most of it ended
up at the bottom of the dip. So I had to carry my skis over my
shoulder and trudge up the slope on the other side." "That must
have added a bit to your time ?" suggested Mike. "Yes, by now
I'd taken so long that the organisers took the unusual step of
allowing subsequent competitors to race whilst I was still on the
course. This made things even harder for me because I had to
keep out of their way as they came flashing past." "Were you
not tempted to give up at this stage ?" I inquired. "No. I felt I
was still in with a good chance for a gold. Therefore when I
eventually reached the top of the dip I put my skis back on and
launched myself down the mountain once more. From hereon I
was ultra cautious. I snow-ploughed the rest of the way down
to the finishing line without further mishap. I got a tremendous
cheer from my supporters who, in the meantime, had been able
to ski down the side of the course in order to welcome me at the
finish." "They must have had enough time to walk down - and
have a couple of beers on the way !" guffawed Mike.
"Well, Nicki was very nice about it. She congratulated me. She
added that there would be a presentation ceremony at the Town
Hall at 6 p.m. I must say that I was in two minds about that,
but Nicki insisted that I had to go." "Presumably you had to
black-up again and brush up your Gabonese ?" ventured Mike.
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"I decided that the best thing was to pretend I couldn't speak
any European language and to play the whole thing by ear - but
yes I had to get another tin of boot polish before the shops
closed." "So you actually turned up for the presentation then ?"
I asked. "Yes, but I didn't realise how seriously the locals took
the whole thing until I got there. It was all in a big hall. Up on
the stage there was an array of local worthies comprising the
lady from the tourist office, the director of the ski-lifts, the
controller of the pistes, the race organiser and of course the
Mayor with his chain of office and so on. Eventually it was my
turn to go up onto the stage to receive my gold medal from the
Mayor. He made a special little speech for me. He said that I
was the very first Negro to hit the ski slopes of Tignes and he
hoped to welcome many more of my compatriots in future
years. He pinned a medal on my anorak. Then he asked me how
long I was staying in the resort. Very foolishly I gave an honest
reply. 'Two weeks, mon,' I mumbled in a sort of African
accent. 'Tres Bon', he exclaimed, 'I shall enter you for next
week's race too !' So I had to go through the whole charade
again the following week." "And that's how you ended up with
two gold medals ?" I surmised. "Precisely". "The Gabon must
be very proud of you, Dick !" jibed Mike. With that we all went
into dinner.
The next day, after the skiing was over Mike came up to my
room. He was holding some sort of letter. "Look, we can't have
that fellow Dick prancing around Wengen with his counterfeit
gold medals. I've got an idea. I've just knocked this up on my
lap top. What do you think of it ?" he asked. It was rather an
impressive, official looking document with a sort of crest at the
top. It was addressed to 'the honourable Mr. Winston
M'gumbi'. The gist of it was a command from His Excellency
the President of the Gabon to attend the President's kraal in
Libreville forthwith in order to teach His Excellency and his
wives the Giant Slalom. It was a beautifully crafted document
and were it not for the ludicrous subject matter it would have
been quite convincing. "I'm going to leave this at the reception
desk for Dick tonight. Let's see what he makes of it at breakfast
tomorrow," sniggered Mike. Dick came down to breakfast
looking troubled.
"What's the matter with you - have you a hangover or
something ?" asked Mike. "No, no - you won't believe this, but
I've received a ruddy invitation to go and teach the President of
the Gabon how to ski ! What the hell am I going to do ?" "Let's
have a look at it," said Mike. Dick handed him the piece of
paper. "That's not an invitation - it's a command !" said Mike.
"The Mayor of Tignes must have been so thrilled by your
performances that he informed the Gabon Consulate in Paris.
You'll have to go. You can't escape a command from the
President of the Gabon." "But there isn't any snow in the
Gabon. Anyway the President would be sure to notice that I'm
not really a Gabonese," moaned Dick. "I'd say you're in deep
trouble, Dick. I've spent some time in the jungles of West Africa
and believe me, the President of the Gabon is not a man to be
trifled with. If he was able to trace you to this hotel and to your
very room number - why, his agents will be able to catch up
with you anywhere," said Mike. "So what on earth shall I do ?"
"Maybe the best thing would be to stage a disappearance otherwise you'll always be looking over your shoulder - you'd

never have any peace of mind."
disappearance?" pleaded Dick.

"What

sort

of

a

"Some sort of unfortunate skiing accident - here in Wengen."
"Look I don't want to injure myself, you know," said Dick
"Well it wont be you that gets 'killed', it will be your alter ego
Mr. M'Gumbi," said Mike. "Killed ?" exclaimed Dick. "Ever
heard of the D.H.O ?" asked Mike. "Is it some sort of railway
company ?" replied Dick. "No, no it's a ski club - its called the
DownHill Only club. They invented downhill skiing here in
Wengen back in the twenties" "Well, you can hardly ski uphill,"
said Dick. "That's just where you're wrong. Before the D.H.O
came along it was just langlaufing. People would shimmy along
on the level. When they came to a hill they'd shuffle their skis
up it using skins. The skins were fitted so that the bristles faced
aft, inhibiting the skis from sliding back down the slope. Then
when they came to a down hill bit the skins would allow the skis
to slide forwards", explained Mike. "Sounds like a lot of hard
work to me," commented Dick.
"Well, it's still popular today. We call it cross-country skiing. It's
quite a sport. Anyway some English chaps came over here in the
twenties. They thought it would be more fun to ski just down
hill. The trouble was that you had to walk up hill first, carrying
your heavy skis. So you spent all morning struggling up the hill
for just one relatively brief run down hill. Then they hit on the
idea of persuading WAB to run the mountain railway in the
winter. Hitherto it had only run in the summer, for ramblers.
And so downhill skiing was born. Then some other English
fellows across the valley in Murren formed themselves into the
'Kandahar' Ski Club for downhill racing. They challenged the
Wengen lot to a race. Picking up the gauntlet, the Wengenites
formed themselves into the D.H.O. I forget which club won the
race. The junior section of the D.H.O call themselves the
Coggins for some reason." "Yes, but what's all this got to do
with me ?" asked Dick. "You must black-up and don your
M'Gumbi persona again. You must then meet up with the
D.H.O at the Eiger Hotel steps on their 'fast, steep 'n deep" day.
They will allow you to join them for a day's free trial." "But
surely they'll spot I'm not really Gabonese ?" "Probably not their Wengen representative is half Russian, you know". "But
how is all this going to solve my problem ?" asked Dick. "Well,
they will be skiing off-piste and they always go right by 'Mac's
Leap' - when they turn sharp left, you just keep going straight
on." "And what is 'Mac's Leap'?" asked Dick. "It's a sheer drop
of about 1,000 feet. It's called 'Mac's Leap' because some years
ago a chap called MacDonald was skiing down that way when
he failed to make the left turn. He went straight over the
precipice and was never seen again. All they found was a pair of
broken skis at the bottom. They reckon his body must have
disappeared down a crevasse." "You're not suggesting that I
hurl myself over this precipice are you ?" asked Dick aghast.
"Not exactly. You just need to slither over the edge and a little
way down you'll find a nice ledge. There you can grab hold of
a tree branch. At that point you jettison your skis and poles over
the cliff. Then everyone will think that Winston M'gumbi has
gone the same way as Mac. When the coast is clear you
clamber back up to the top, wipe the boot polish off your face,
make your way through the woods over to the half-way station
of the Mannlichenbahn bubble and thence back to the village."
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"That sounds awfully dangerous - surely there's a safer way to
escape the clutches of the President of the Gabon ?" pleaded
Dick. "Well, I should give it some careful thought - it would be
the perfect solution," replied Mike. Dick finished his kedgeree
in silence and wandered gloomily back up to his room.
Meanwhile Mike helped himself to another wurst with gusto.
"You're not serious about this 'Mac's Leap' business are you ?"
I asked. "Of course not," he replied, "but it'll give Dick
something to worry over !". "Is it true about this poor
MacDonald man ?" "There is a kernel of truth in it - there was
a man called MacDonald who took off over a ridge, but he
survived all right - there's no cliff or crevasse or anything like
that." We all met up again in the bar that evening. The log fire
was crackling cheerily. "I've thought over the 'Mac's Leap'
plan, Mike, and I've decided against it," said Dick. "It's not that
I'm frightened of doing it of course. It's just that I'm concerned
about all the trouble and expense it would cause the Swiss - the
mountain search and rescue teams, the helicopter searches and
so on." "Certainly that is a point," said Mike. "Well in the
meantime I've thought of an alternative idea. Have you still got
that letter from the Gabon ?" "Yes, I have".
"Good. Here's my other idea. We could re-seal the envelope and
mark it 'Gone away - not known at this hotel nor at his former
London address'. We could then enclose it with a letter
purporting to come from the Wengen Information Office. This

I could create on my laptop which I happen to have with me.
This letter would explain that owing to an injured knee
Winston M'gumbi has been forced to retire from skiing and has
taken to single-handed sailing round the oceans of the world for
the indefinite future. The letter would then suggest that the
President should employ an instructor from the Swiss skischule
instead, giving the address of their headquarters in Zurich. I
could then send the whole thing off to the Gabon."
"That's more like it, Mike. Would you really do that for me ?",
asked Dick. "It would be a pleasure". Dick looked mighty
relieved. He beamed from ear to ear. "There's just one more
thing, though," said Mike, "I should discard those two gold
badges if I were you - after all you don't want to draw
attention to yourself." "You're absolutely right," said Dick.
With that he removed the badges and tossed them into a
nearby bin. A clearly relieved Dick tucked into a hearty dinner
that night.
As Mike and I parted at the end of the evening, following a final
schumli-flumli, Mike expressed some satisfaction with the
day's work. Now he felt that his children could continue to ski
with the Coggins, untroubled by the vulgarity of anyone
sporting counterfeit gold badges. For Mike, Wengen's standing
as a proper ski resort had been preserved for yet another
generation.
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In Praise of Progress
Alastair Drew

T

his is a piece aimed at the conservative party. You know: that chap in the D.H.O
(and there must be several like him) who disapproves of "progress", and who goes to
Wengen because, if anything changes at all, it changes little and slowly!

Some things have indeed changed for the better both in Wengen
and in the big wide world that have impinged on my own
quality of life to the extent that I want to share my enthusiasm
with others.
In Wengen while the big things remain constant - the friendly
atmosphere, the Eiger, Moench, Jungfrau, the excellent old
hotels, the traffic
free
streets
(Wegmueller
taxis
notwithstanding), the same shops, the railway timetable, the
punctual trains, and, indeed, the D.H.O itself - small but
significant changes have recently been made .

skis" - those long thin things that I had used for fifty years!
I was under the misapprehension that if I used modern skis
I would be forced into modern style ski-ing, and I wasn't sure
that I would be capable of it. However, on my first morning last
season I met Tino Fuchs at a horribly early hour for the first
bucket up the Mannlichen, and within half an hour had
discovered that one can ski on carvers (Snow and Rock had very
kindly lent me some Salomon Scream 8 Pilot skis) in any style
one cares. And within a week I reckoned I had two distinct
methods of my own. When idle, or wanting to look graceful,
I ski-ed with feet together, but I had learned also to ski with
them apart - and even to carve a little! Pride comes before a fall,
I know; but when going fast in my new style I felt so stable that
I thought it would take an elephant to knock me over - and
I still haven't encountered the elephant! I cannot overemphasise how easy modern skis are to use, both on and off
piste, or how personally thrilled I was with them. On return,
I "bought them in" from Snow and Rock.

The WAB have installed platforms! Nothing grand or intrusive,
you understand, but nevertheless last season I found the new
six inch high platforms and pedestrian crossing points at
Wengen and Scheidegg certainly make life easier for all,
especially the elderly, and are kinder to joints, boots and skis.
Then there is the new lift ticket system which enables one to
access any lift without having to fumble for one's abonnement.
Secrete the latter about your person
somewhere, and the machinery knows it is
there, and what dates are on it! Of course, this
/ found the new
does not hold good on the trains, but long
gone are the days when the cry of "billie bitte"
six inch high
was to be heard on every journey (in the very
platforms and
old days through the window, the inspector
standing on a running board outside the
pedestrian crossing
carriage). Tickets are seldom inspected - and
when they are, the job may be done by an
points at Wengen
attractive young woman in fetching uniform,
rather than that particular example of Swiss
and Scheidegg
manhood which seemed to have been
certainly make
specially bred (and born already old) that we
used to encounter.

Crash-helmets are not new - but they used
exclusively to be used by racers. Now in
America about half the adults wear them (and
all the children), and the trend is crossing the
Atlantic. Personally I find a helmet warm and
comfortable, and a hugely useful item in the
fight against fogged up goggles. Move your
goggles from your eyes up onto your warm
woolly hat, and you are rewarded with instant
fog. That does not happen when you put
them up onto a cold helmet.

If the weather doesn't require goggles, modern
plastic
spectacles
are
an
enormous
improvement on former models.
I have
life easier for all
superb, feather-light, rubberised, virtually
I think all the slow old chairlifts have been
unbreakable, prescription glasses (originally
modernised in a gentle way which has evened
bought for shooting). They are made by
out and speeded the traffic, so there are very few bottlenecks
Optilabs and cost about £100. I was so pleased with my first
now. (I believe the last of the snails, the lift up from Mary's cafe
dark pair, that I bought a second with yellow lenses: ski-ing,
at the bottom of the standard, to Allmend, is doubling its
shooting, golfing, I wouldn't be without them.
capacity for next season. But I am relieved that there is still
nothing like the monster eight seater chairlifts that I
encountered in Meribel last season.)
Next, equipment. I have at last been dragged onto modern
skis, having for years resisted change and stuck to my "real
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This advertisement
is too small...

/ became a racer
because I loved to
go fast, and,

...to introduce you to our large
range of sports goods.

unfortunately, for my
age, 1 still do!
I reserve my greatest accolade for modern surgery. Some time
in the past I apparently damaged my left hip - probably ski-ing
- and in Wengen at Christmas 2002 I found I was unable to ski
(couldn't unweight the damaged side); and even the walk from
Molitor's to the English church was beyond me. An expedition
from the Bernerhof Hotel to the D.H.O office needed careful
planning and several intermediate stops! So in February 2003 I
had a full hip replacement and a year later I was ski-ing
without ever even noticing the artificial joint. (There is a
danger there, as my surgeon doesn't want me to have a massive
fall at high speed, but I became a racer because I loved to go
fast, and, unfortunately, for my age, I still do! So I dread that
encounter with the elephant, when it comes.) I hope a phig for
the surgeon would be in order - she is Miss Sarah
Muirhead-Allwood of the London Hip Centre. From the time
of the operation , including even the day after, I never have had
any pain whatever in my new hip. But to confirm what I
suspected, that I could ski the same as ever, and therefore, other
mishaps excluded, that my future winters of ski-ing are secure,
makes me totally euphoric.
If you need a new hip, don't delay: book it to-day.
And finally, if you are in Wengen for the second week of
February next year, please don't knock me over!

Come and visit us and see for
yourselves!

AIMA
SPORT-WENGEN
Christoph Gertsch, 3823 Wengen
Tel. 033 855 26 26

CHALET TRAUMLI
WENGEN
4 MINUTES FROM TRAIN STATION AND MANNLICHEN BAHN

3 X 4 BEDDED FLATS FOR RENT SUMMER
AND WINTER
OR
WHOLE CHALET (SLEEPS 16-19)
Ski House
Also available with whole chalet rentals:
Games Room/Party Room with Bar
Washing Machine & Tumble Dryer
Table Tennis
Piano
Football machine
Large, flat screen cable TV

phone 0 0 4 1 7 9 4 2 1 3 1 9 4
or

0 0 4 1 1 9 8 4 2666(eve)
Or e-mail: chalet_traumli@hotmail.com
5% DISCOUNT TO DHO MEMBERS
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The London Ski Jumping
Competition, 1951
Sir George Pollock (1946, GA, SL)

T

he moment I saw the review of Tim Ashburner's "History of Ski Jumping" in the
2003 Journal, I knew it was for me, and I wasted no time in obtaining a copy.

Tim's careful research sheds new light on a form of skiing which
is so little practiced by British skiers, but which was very
influential in bringing skiing to the Alps towards the end of the
19th century, and which continued its pre-eminence right up to
the late 1920s. From today's perspective, it is easy to forget that
in the history of skiing, the Alpine disciplines were
Johnny-come-latelys.
The British contribution to jumping was of course much less
than to downhill and slalom, but was still disproportionately
large for a lowland country. But in the post WW2 era, jumping
was almost forgotten by British skiers, until the advent of Tim
Ashburner himself and his friends, and later Eddy the Eagle.
But even before that there were two events which stirred
national interest: the London Ski Jumping Competitions of
1950 and 1951. Both were organised by Norwegians with
SCGB and Central Council for Physical Recreation assistance.
Both times, the Norwegians brought over 50-60 tons of snow in
insulated boxes, and spread it on an 80ft high jump built of
steel scaffolding on a hill on Hampstead Heath. The structures
were big enough to allow jumps of over 25 metres. Tim
mentions and includes a photograph of the first, but
apparently did not know that some British skiers were involved.

The 1951 Hamstead Heath Ski Jump in silhouette.
In fact, the Norwegian Ambassador decided that it would be an
attraction to add an Oxford/Cambridge Jumping Competition
to the event. He contacted Klaus Huitfeldt of the famous
Norwegian family who had invented the Huitfeldt binding, then
a student at Oxford and member of their ski team; Klaus
telephoned Col. David Horsfield (later Major-General), then
Captain of both the British and the Cambridge teams, and it is
to him that I owe this information. Horsfield persuaded two
other Cambridge team members to take part; one of them,
Stuart Parkinson, although a member of the 1948 British
Olympic ski team, had never jumped before, and David himself
(twice British Ski Champion), had only jumped once, and that
on a baby hill! Klaus Huitfeldt led the Oxford team to victory.
The success of the 1950 Hampstead Heath Ski Jump prompted
the Norwegians to repeat the event in 1951. This time they
included the Oxford/Cambridge competition as an official part
of the entertainment, and set it up by inviting three skiers from
Oxford and three from Cambridge to spend ten days in a lodge
near Oslo learning to jump. The Oxford team consisted of
Douglas Mackintosh (Captain), John Fox, and Bill Broadhead;
I was allegedly Captain of the Cambridge team, the other
members being BBC (Ben) Watson and Adrian Cadbury. Of
these six, three, Douglas Mackintosh, John Fox and myself,
were already members of the D.H.O: the Index of Members
shows that we all joined in 1946.

The training jump at Frogneseteren, near Oslo.
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In Norway, our hosts and instructors were the Oslo Skikreds,
who gave us a wonderful time. The practice jump was close to
the lodge, down a narrow path in the woods. Our guide went
ahead and, being on langren skis, turned neatly at a bend.
However, to save time, we had put on our jumping skis at the
lodge. The first of us just managed the bend, the second turned
a bit before running off the path, and third place me ran straight
on. My Norwegian being non-existent, I was unable to
persuade the handsome spruce in front of me to move out of the
way, and in spite of not having been introduced, we embraced
vigorously. One of us, I'm not sure which, said "Ouch!" in a
meaningful manner. No harm would have been done, had I not
been carrying a hard lump of wax in my breast pocket. I was
able to carry on, although laughing became painful.

Laying the snow on the Hamstead Heath Ski Jump. On the right, one
of the insulated cases in which it was transported from Norway.
national howl of derision that went up provoked A.P.Herbert
into writing one of his famous little verses; it appeared in one of
the daily papers, but I have been unable to trace it, and after 50
years, all I can remember is part of one line "no alien hoar nor
rime", and the refrain, which went "Desist, desist, poor
humourist, they'll beat you every time".

John Fox (Oxford) contemplating the Hamstead Heath Ski Jump.
Our instructors did their best, but ten days is not enough to
learn how to jump competently. Jumping for the first time off
a thirty metre hill is frightening enough; but next to our
practice hill was a forty metre jump. We eyed this furtively, and
wondered whether .... in the end, only Douglas Mackintosh
dared jump from the bigger hill. The 1951 London jump was a
little bigger than the previous year's, as the organisers hoped
that competitors would be able to jump 100 feet, and in fact this
was easily achieved by a large proportion of the 32 Norwegians
taking part. The best Briton, Douglas Mackintosh, came close
with 29 metres (95 ft), and took Oxford to a clear win.
Unfortunately, Adrian Cadbury had injured his knee in Norway
and was unable to jump on Hampstead Heath, so only five of
us performed. Some 60 tons of snow were brought from
Norway in insulated cases, carried free in a Norwegian ship,
and once here were frozen hard by mixing with dry ice. Snow
is hardly a commercial asset, and in English conditions may
properly be described as a rapidly disappearing commodity. In
spite of all this, Customs and Excise tried to tax it! The

0

A repeat performance is seldom as successful as the first one;
even so we attracted 20,000 spectators on the Friday evening,
but on the Saturday heavy rain put off visitors, so we had no
chance of coming anywhere near the previous year's 100,000
audience. Brief reports appeared in the Times and the Sunday
Times, and a photograph in the News Chronicle. A week or so
later, a doctor told me I had cracked a rib, so I claim a world
record: the only person to have ski-jumped on Hampstead
Heath with a broken rib. Funny, the Guiness Book of Records
doesn't seem very interested!

(L-r), George Pollock (Cam), Ben Watson (Cam), two members of the
Oslo Skireds, John Fox (Ox) and Bill Broadhead (Ox). Missing from
shot; Adrain Cadbury (Cam) and Douglas Mackintosh (Ox).
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Club News
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Despite all my best efforts, I have failed to trace the following members. I would be grateful for any information you may have.
(The areas in parenthesis are the last known addresses). Elaine Macleod. Hon Membership Secretary.
Mrs V Ambler
Mr SS Ferguson
Herr H Binoth
Christopher Parkin
Jonathan Mathias
Michael & Yvonne Goodacre
Ulrike Hunt
Hugh & Verene Duder
JS Delap
Anne Barcock &C family
Elizabeth Watson

Paul Manson
Ian Homersham
Clare Smyth
Bart d,Ancona
Mr CM Gallagher
Dr BH Walpoth
Philipp Feldman
Gifford Boyd
Richard Scarborough
David & Helle Pearson
Raimon Suarez

Honorary Member
Honorary Member
Honorary Member
(Lincoln)
(London)
(Southampton)
(London)
(Bristol)
(London)
(Buckingham)
(Kent)

(Surrey)

USA

NEW MEMBERS - 2004
The following have joined, or in some cases returned to, the D.H.O last season. The Club extends a warm welcome to al
Donald Andrews
Anita Andrews
Oliver Andrews
Joshua Andrews
George Andrews
Charles Auld
Jane Auld
John Auld
Peter Auld
Anna Baker
Xavie Barlow
Robert Barlow
Susan Barlow
Benedict Barlow
Andrew Bowhay
Anthony Brown
Christopher Brown
Rebecca Butler
James Buxton
Jennifer Callander
Alistair Callander
Gina Campbell
John Castle
Marcia Castle
Penny Clarke
Alan Clarke
Isobel Clarke
Charlotte Clarke
Joy Conway
David Coombs
Daryl Deacon
Nicholas Elton
Mark Francis-Venezia
ElizabethFrancis-Venezia

Heather Francis-Venezia
Kathryn Greenhalgh
Lucy Greenhalgh
David Hart
Alexander Hennings
Valerie Jamieson
Clare Jayes
Brian Jayes
Peter Job
Melinda Job
Natalie Job
Kerry-Lynne Kirkpatrick
Hugh Lambert
Anna Lee
Kier Liddell
Michael Lingens
Lauren Maynard
Daniel Maynard
Lucy Maynard
Luke Maynard
Charlie Maynard
Jo McQuade
Michael Oldham
Willem Ouwehand
Charles Price
Clare Regez
Jo Robinson
Louis Russell-Henry
Lucy Russell-Henry
Louisa Russell-Henry
Oliver Sandison
David Sandison
Sophie Sandison
Henrietta Sandison

Jemima Sandison
Martin Sands
Eric Smith
Colin Spicer
Imogen Stanley
Angus Stanley
Ian Stanley
Alberta Strage
Henry Strage
Stephen Tiernan
Edward Walker
Giles Walker
Gill Walker
Jonathan Walker
Luke Webb
Joseph Webb
Nigel Webb
Mike Wigmore
Trevor Wood
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THE BREITHORN APARTMENT
With stunning views of the dramatic peaks of the Jungfrau
region this south facing, ground floor apartment offers the
visitor to Wengen a very comfortable holiday base situated in a
tranquil residential part of the old village.
Owned by the D.H.O ski club and used as a home for their ski
rep and his wife in winter, the apartment is consequently
maintained to a high standard and is very well equipped. Ideal
for a spring or summer self catering holiday.
The apartment, which has recently been completely renovated,
boasts bright, airy, stylishly furnished rooms with modern
kitchen and laundry facilities. The centre of the village, shops
and the railway station are only a five minute walk away.
The apartment consists of:
• Double bedroom with wash basin
• Fully equipped kitchen with spacious dining area
• Comfortable lounge with double sofa bed
• Bathroom with bath and shower
• Separate WC
• Washing machine and dry
Private patio

PRICES
The Downhill Only Club lets out this apartment outside of the
skiing season. Members can rent the apartment at a discounted
rate.
April mid July, October and November
Members - £300.00 per week
Non members - £340.00 per week
Mid July - end September
Members - £450 per week
Non members - £500.00
To book the apartment please contact:
Chalet Service
P.O.Box CH-3823 Wengen
Tel +41 79 415 05 54
Fax +41 33 855 38 71
E-Mail: info@chalet-service.com
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2005 SPRING TOUR APRIL 9TH. TO APRIL 16TH 2005
Sat. 9. 4
Sun. 10. 4

Mon. 11. 4
Tues.12. 4

Wed. 13. 4

Meet in Martigny. Hotel du Grand Quai
Tel. 027/722 20 50
Ski at Super St. Bernard, climb to Hospice
2470m. Stay for the night with the Monks.
Climb 3h
M. Fourchon 2902m. Climb 3h.
Fenetre de Ferret - Col de Bastillon Combe de Daone
Super St. Bernard. Go by car to
St. Nicholas 1200m. in the Aosta Valley.
Stay in Hotel St. Nicholas. Climb 3h.
Pta. Aouilletta 2616m.
Stay in St. Nicholas. Climb 4h.

RACE PROGRAMME 2004-2005

JAN 2004

Xmas
Sun
Thurs
Thurs
Sat

27 Dec
30 Dec
6
15

Sun

16

Sat

FEB 2004

Sat
22/23
Tues
1
2
Wed
Thurs 3
Sun
6
Thurs 10
Sun
13

MAR 2004

Thurs
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
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D.H.O Race Training
Coggins Training
Heinz Cup
Pollytechnic Cup
Lauberhorn
International DH
Lauberhorn
International DH
SLALOM
Brit Schools Races Week
Wengen
Inferno race Murren
Lucy Dicker Slalom
Mc Millan Cup
Dinner/Dance
Half Term,
Coggins Training
Andy Cap
Half Term,
Cogggins Training
Kurverein Crystal
Railway Cup
Odling Cup
Roped Race
Toblerone Relay

I raining subject to enough interest! BOOK YOUR

Thurs. 14. 4
Fri. 15. 4

Sat.16. 4
Enquiries -

Cle Finestra 2729m. Stay in St. Nicholas.
Climb 5h.
Back to Aigle. Visit to Williamine Factory.
Climb lh.
Stay in Hotel du Grand Quai in Martigny
Home
Please contact :
John Rigby Alveston House,
93 Yarmouth Road
Blofield, Norfolk, NR13 4LQ
Tel: 01603 71 39 04 Fax: 01603 71 75 83

NEW

D.H.O EVENTS FOR 2005

Max's Day Touring Week:
March 13th - 20th 2005, led by local AGM guide into the
Jungfraujoch glaciers with helicopter charters to the
Ebnefluh/Petersgrat areas and elsewhere. This can be
reasonably cheap if numbers are right; just pray for good
weather. For adventurous but competent off-piste skiers in
variable snow. CHF 300 excluding hire of transponders and
skins. Organise your own hotel and travel. Contact Max Davies
on 01243-811377 or davies@eastdeanhome.freeserve.co.uk
D.H.O Seniors Week:
March 13th-20th 2005. If you aren't over the hill yet, ski the
Jungfrau area with the assistant D.H.O rep. Competent skiers
who appreciate boozy lunches and social activities! Contact
Guy Clayton on 01371-830839 or guyclayton@onetel.net.uk
D.H.O Technical Ski-ing Course:
January 17th-19th 2005. Develop speed and control over
different terrain; an excellent opportunity to train for the
Inferno race the following Saturday. Contact Bob Eastwood on
07811-414269 or eastwoodbob@hotmail.com
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K.D.Fnster
Journal suspended

K.D.Foster
R.E.H.Edmunds
T.B.Ashbjrner

D.N.Fniund
D.K.D.Foster
Brig. D.FRyan
B.Caulficld.
Brig. D.F.Ryan
D.T.Price
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Obituaries

K.D.Foster

Capt. J.C.Davis
Flt.Lt H.R.D.Waghorn
T.R.Fox
Capt. J.C.Davis
Major C.J.White MC
C.F.S. Taylor
T.R.Fox
C.F.S.Taylor
Capt. R.A.D.Fullerton
C.E.Gardner
Capt. R.A.D.Fullerton
Major C.J.White MC
T.R.Fox
K.D.Foster
Major H.W.Hall MC
J.W.Richardson
Capt.R.A.D.Fullerton, RM.Hepworth and G.Paxton
A.H.H.Gilligan
A.A.Jarvis
Sir Adrian Jarvis Bt.
H.M.J.Barnard-Hankey
Mrs P.M.Hepworth
Mrs RM.Hepworth
Mrs P.M.Hepworth
Mrs P.M.Hepworth
R.E.H.Edmonds
M.O. Gill
M.O.Gill
J.N.Paxton
J.Latimer
J.Latimer
J.Latimer
J.Latimer
P. Benson Browning
J.Latimer
N.Currie
Dr. I.W.McCormick
Dr. I.W.McCormick
Dr I.W.McCormick
Dr I.W.McCormick
Dr I.WMcCormick
Dr I.W.McCormick
Dr I.W.McCormick
E.D.Lonie

A.A.Jarvis
H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey
H.M.J.Barnard-Hankey
Mrs P.M.Hepworth
C.E.W.Mackintosh
The Hon.Max Aitken DSO DFC
Dr R.M.Mason
Dr R.M.Mason
M.O.Gill
H.P.Gardner
The Hon.Mrs S.Hensman
J.Latimer
J.D.D.Waghorn
D.K.D.Foster
P.Benson Browning
T.H.Walduck

Dr
Dr
Dr
Dr

H.J.Alban
H.J.Alban
H.J.Alban
H.J.Alban

Davies
Davies
Davies
Davies

E.D.Lonie
E.D.Lonie
M. Davies

Mr H.C.L. Boyd
M r H.G.L. Boyd died on 2 5 t h February 2 0 0 4 , aged 8 6 . Giffoud
was a professional photographer, well k n o w n in Kent w h e r e he
operated several highly esteemed p h o t o g r a p h i c shops. In World
War II he served in the R.A.F doing p h o t o

recooaissance,

principally in the Egyptian w a r zone. This included developing
and printing his p h o t o g r a p h s after landing.

Sam Sheargold
Giffoud was a dedicated skier and after joining the D . H . O in
As we w e n t t o press we received the sad news of the accidental

1993 he participated regularly in the M c M i l l a n C u p Race in

death of Sam Sheargold, aged 17, w h o had joined the club in

which he w o n the over 80's Ashes C u p in 1 9 9 8 . H e had to give

1998. Ingie writes that "he was the liveliest, funniest and most

up skiing a few years ago due to rapidly deteriorating eyesight.

lovable of our trainees". O u r prayers and thoughts go to his
parents and brother Ben.

RD.O.L
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Obituaries
Freddy Fuchs (7.11.1926-20.2.2004)

Freddy Fuchs was official guide to the D.H.O for 27 years and
a good friend to many older members for more than half a
century. He was a good-looking lad, full of energy, exuberance
and fun who became an exceptional mountain guide. At the end
of his life, he was the senior guide in the area.
He led the club's touring section on many day or week-long
tours, often to new areas or pioneering new ski routes. He had
a great ability to find good snow and the safest route in difficult
conditions. He could cut a track in true touring style, a series of
wide turns always finding a place where one didn't break
through - a great comfort to the heavier members of his party.
His ability to find a route was remarkable. He was a man
completely in tune with nature. He might follow a fox track
across a glacier or turn back if chamois came to him instead of
running away.
Fred and Frieda lived a few hundred yards beyond Mary's Cafe
with a fine view up the valley to the Wetterlucke - the glacier so
visible from Wengen which fills the head of the Lauterbrunnen
valley. This is rarely skied because the snow bridges are not
normally strong enough to let you get off the glacier safely. With
his bird's eye from his front door, Fred could be relied upon to
lead a party down it the once every 25 years or so when it
became possible. Such was the man who knew his mountains
better than anyone.
It is good to think he was active to the end and still had regular
clients he took skiing. His funeral in Lauterbrunnen was a
memorable occasion with tributes from colleagues and friends
to a man who gave so much to so many people. I take the
liberty of quoting from one such tribute given by Pastor
Andreas Urweider of Biel, which gives a fine insight into
Freddy's qualities as a guide:

"About a week before Fredel died I happened to be chatting
with Fritz Lauener (Fotofritz in Wengen) who often went with
Fredel into the mountains and who raved about his ability as a
guide. "100% safe, never had an accident with a client and who
always made one feel safe". However that he did not know the
whole truth was something I had learned from Fredel himself. I
had asked him about the "100% safety" and expected him to
reply "99%". "Not at all", he said "120%!" - in spite of that
he once had an accident. Three English skiers had been in thick
fog on a glacier. Fredel told them to ski down very slowly using
stem turns but one of them said he "knew how to ski" and
headed off on his own. The noise came like a gunshot and there
he was with his leg broken. This was another era when it came
to matters of rescue so the skiers formed a sledge and skied
down to the valley with the injured man feeling every bump in
the ground. Yes, one should always have listened to Fredel in
matters where he was strong. He was not strong in everything,
but is some things he was absolutely so. In his guide's book
there is a newspaper cutting in English, stating how he had
saved two people's lives, using his great strength to avert an
accident".
Fred had friends all over the Alps and we are eternally grateful
for some of the most memorable davs in the mountains. Our
thoughts are with Frieda, their three sons and their families.
Pastor Urweider's tribute was translated from Meiringen Swiss
into German by Frieda Fuchs, and thence into English by John
Wright. It gives a most perceptive appreciation of a fascinating
man.
J.H.M.W
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Members of the DHO Club, Ski Club of Great Britain and Wengen Ski Club
have been meeting at the Hotel Eiger for the past 70 years.
Restaurant Arvenstube • Pickel-Bar • Local Dishes and International Specialities.

Karl + Susanne Fuchs
extend a warm welcome to the Hotel Eiger in Wengen.

CH-3823 Wengen Tel. ++41 (0)33 856 0505 Fax ++41 (0)33 856 0506 www.eiger.wengen.ch
hotel@eiger-wengen.ch
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LAGER
WASSERWENDI
MANNLICHEN

CABLE CAR STATION

WENGEN
1,274 in
4,187 ft

DRUNKARD'S DROP
8RUNNER SLOPES

C O W SHEDS

METTLENALP
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GRUND
343 m
3,094 ft

Ski Runs
Mountain Railway (WAB)
Cable Car
GondelBabn
Chair Lift
'T Bar - Drag Lift
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Prizegiving 04

(Above, left) McMillan Race OS/02/04 - Edward Killwick, winner of the McMillan Cup,
fastest Member time of 2m 19s. (Above) Edward Perrott, winner Big John Cup, 2nd fastest
Member time of 2m 20s. (Above, top right) Sabine Howard, winner Falken Ladies Cup,
fastest lady Member time of 2m SOs. (Right) Morag Mellor, winner Lockhart Cup, fastest
lady holiday skier time of 3m 17s.

(Above, left) Jeremy Howard, winner Fountain Trophy, fastest Member aged 30-39 with
time of 2m 33s. (Above, centre) Anne Freund, winner Security Cup, fastest lady Member
aged 30-39 with time of 3m 23s. (Above, right) Edward Killwick, winner Jarvis Cup, fastest
Member aged 40-49 with time of 2m 19s.
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(Above, left) Sbeiidan Killwick, winner Vertigo Cup, fastest lady Member aged 40-49 with
time of 2.m 5 Ss. (Above, centre) Jenny Alb am Davies, winner Half Ton Plate, fastest lady
Member aged 50-59 with thime of 3m 07s.

(Above) Max Davies, winner Stretcher Cup,
fastest Member aged 60-69 with time of 3m 05s.

(Above, left) Hellen Whitlet, winner Granny Cup, fastest lady Member aged 60-69 with time of
3m 25s. (Above, centre) Jonathan Benn, winner Heavenly Bowl, fastest Member aged 70-79, time
of 3m 16s. (Above, right) Peter Liddell, winner Ashes Cup, fastest Member aged 80 and over with
time of 7m 3 7s. (Left) Jonathan Latimer, winner Novice Cup, fastest Member competing for finish
time in McMillan Race - time 2m 41s.
Note: Edward Perrott was incorrectly presented with the Bath Chain Cup but should have been
barred under race rule no.5 which states, 'No member may win the same Cup more than three
times in succession.'
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(Above, left) Lucy Dicker Slalom Race winner, Jeremy Howard with the Lucy Dicker Plate.
(Above) Andy Capp Combination Race, winning relay team (l-r) Mike Austin, Julian Knott
and Jonathan Benn (Jeremy Howard was absent). (Above, right) Jonathan Benn, overall
winner Andy Capp Charger Plate. (Right), Sally Ireland, 1st lady overall winner Andy Capp
Charger Combination Race.

(Above, left) Guy Clayton (left) and Mike Austin at the Prizegiving Dinner.
(Above, centre) Mike Brunner (left), Annabel Brunner and Huw Alban Davies
at the Prizegiving Dinner. (Right) Food and drink stop above Alvengaiten.
(Below, left) Paul at the Lucy Dicker Slalom 04/02/04. (Below, right) Anna
Lee (Spectacular fatter).
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Wengen Faces

World Cup Lauberhom

Donors Race - 3 winning D.H.O girls in the race held on 27 March 2004

Charles Price (left) and Robert Davies share a private joke in the
D.H.O hut

(L-r) Big John, John Polatch (Big John Cup), Max Davies and
Michael Maskey.

William Weeks (left) and Leo Flindall, winners of
the 'string race', March 2004.
The cows came up on the 21st June.

©
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Wengen Curling Club 2004
e arrived in Wengen with the BOCA in full flow - this is the outdoor championship
of the Bernese Oberland Curling Association that must be played outside and
continues regardless of the weather. At the beginning of the weekend play
continued during falling snow, with spectators helping to keep the ice clear, but on Sunday
conditions were more favourable, allowing some vigorous and entertaining curling.

W

Our opening event, the Reinert Stoffer Cup, was the first of
many to be played indoors. Six teams played in the schenkel
competition and Ueli Trachsel declared his intention to
participate fully in our season by winning, with help from
Stewart Fleming, Morag Mackenzie and Barbara Scholten.
Similar weather on Tuesday required a similar format for the
Wylie Shield, which resulted in victory for Harry Mitchell,
Anne Davidson, Detlef and Barbara Scholten (two couples, I
know, but genuinely drawn out of the hat in traditional WCC
fashion!).
We didn't think the weather could get worse - but it did!
Wednesday brought wind and driving rain - over 70mm of rain
was recorded, all of which had to be removed from the outdoor
rinks to stop the ice becoming too thick. The Hewitt Cup went
ahead and, with nine teams having to play on the three indoor
sheets, it was necessary to extend the competition to two days
and postpone the Pairs scheduled for Thursday. The outcome
was triumph number two for Ueli Trachsel, this time
accompanied by Bruno Wezel, Isabel Fleming and Penny Waley.
Taking a rest after her success, Penny was on hand next day to
present the traditional prizes, which she kindly donates, for the
Biihlmann Cup. These went to President Diane Paterson, Lorna
Higgins, Herta Wezel and (for the third time!) Barbara
Scholten.

It was still snowing on Saturday, resulting in the cancellation of
the Lauberhorn Downhill race. Our hardy curlers however,
played on in the Lehman Bonspiel, culminating with Peter's
Dolly being presented to Harry Mitchell, Jan af Sillen, Barbara
Scholten (promoted to No2 this time) and Katarina af Sillen.
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Dramatic events - even before the start of the Falken Cup!
Robin Paterson had fallen outside the Eiger Hotel and was at
the doctors surgery with a badly broken wrist. Play again
started indoors but it was a relief to be able to enjoy outdoor
curling on the second day. The trophies, generously provided
by Sina Cova, were presented at a reception in the Falken Hotel.
Ian and Morag MacKenzie, who had substituted for Robin and
Diane after the accident, received their prizes, along with Seana
Barclay and Nancy Clough.

By this time, Robin was in the hospital at Interlaken, recovering
from an operation on his wrist. It was not long, however,
before he was back with us at the ice-rink, in a supporting role.
All were fascinated trying to guess what colour of bandage he
would be sporting after each visit to the doctor where his
wound was dressed - and intrigued by his coordinated
wardrobe!
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Unfortunately it was back inside for the next competition so it
was a return to the familiar format of two rounds schenkel with
the top four teams going into knockout semi-finals. In an
exciting final Donald White, Nora McCrossin, Rosemarie Rosti
and John Stevenson won the Wengen Cup, our oldest trophy.

Numbers peaked for the President's Prizes with 14 teams taking
to the ice. The prizes of unique schnapps cups formed as
animal heads, were presented by President Diane to Ueli
Trachsel, Francis McCrossin, Herta Wezel and Robin Young.

Erich and Margrit Leemann provided magnificent hospitality in
their hotel at the conclusion of the competition for the Park
Hotel Prizes. The principal winners were the rink of Norman
Walker, Susan Hinds, Bruno Wezel and George Gilmour.
On behalf of the village, Erich was also delighted to present
Rona and Finlay Lochhead with a souvenir crystal to celebrate
their 25th year in Wengen.

Over seventy members danced the night away at the annual
dinner held in the Eiger Hotel, which was preceded by a
reception hosted by the President.
The ladies were blessed with good weather when Donald White
assembled them next morning, to compete for the Margaret
Walker Quaich. A full day's curling outside, interrupted only
for lunch at Sina's Pizzeria, concluded with Suzi Schiittell,
Marion Lang, Rona Lochhead and Linda MacDonald receiving
engraved silver spoons from Susan Hinds.
Meanwhile, the gentlemen were also relieved to see the fine
conditions, as this allowed them to curl at Murren, which has
only outdoor ice. After a fluid train journey across the valley,
Erich Leemann enjoyed a substantial win over Ueli Trachsel
before the party rushed back to Wengen to support the ladies.
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In the Hotel & Chalet Cup, Ueli Trachsel was on course for his
fourth victory but unfortunately was unable to play in the last
game. His place was ably filled by Susi Schiittel who led Willy
Wenger, Rosemarie Rosti and Toni Loretan, to claim the trophy
for the 'Residence'.

